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CABINET ADVISORY PANEL B 
Monday 25 June 2018

CABINET
Thursday 28 June 2018

AGENDA

1. Apologies for Absence 

2. Declarations of Interest 
To receive declarations of interest from Members including the 
terms(s) of the Grant of Dispensation (if any) by the Audit Board or 
Managing Director.

3. Confirmation of the Minutes of the Meeting held on 24 May 2018 
(Pages 1 - 8)

4. Urgent Items 
The Chairman will announce his decision as to whether there are any 
urgent items and their position on the agenda.

ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION IN PUBLIC

5. To receive the minutes of the Cabinet Advisory Panel held on 25 
June 2018 
To follow

6. References from Committees 
None at this stage.

A - Strategies, Policies, Key Decisions, Consultations

No items for consideration under this section of the agenda.

B - Non-Key Decisions, Monitoring Reports

7. Street Naming and Numbering - Site of Former 95 Brent Lane 
(Pages 9 - 12)

SD (IS)

Summary:

This report is to approve a new road name for the 
development site formerly known as 95 Brent Lane.



Recommendation

That the new road name for the development site formerly 
known as 95 Brent Lane be approved as Hampton.

8. Capital Programme Including Prudential Indicators - Outturn 
2017/2018 (Pages 13 - 26)

SD (ID)

Summary:

To inform Cabinet of the final pre-audit figures for the 2017/18 
Capital Programme, the capital resources that were used to fund 
it and those that remain available to fund future investment.

Recommendations:

1. That Cabinet note the draft outturn for the Capital Programme for 
2017/18.

2. That Cabinet note the draft outturn position for 2017/18 on 
Capital resources, and the balance available to be carried 
forward into 2018/19.

3. That the Cabinet recommend the total capital budget carried 
forward into 2018/19, as set out in Appendix C to the General 
Assembly of the Council including a new Supported Housing 
allocation.

4. That Cabinet note the outturn position on the Capital 
Prudential Indicators as shown in Appendix D.

5. That the General Assembly of the Council be asked to agree 
the capital budget carried forward into 2018/19 as per 
appendix C, thereby increasing the total capital budget to 
£25.983m.

C - Items for Information, Noting, Endorsing

9. Revenue Budget Monitoring - Outturn 2017/18 (Pages 27 - 40) SD (IS)
Summary:

To inform Members of the detailed final pre-audit 2017/18 
figures for the General Fund and Housing Revenue Account, 
including reasons for significant variances compared to the 
probable outturn.



Recommendation:

That the 2017/18 outturn for the General Fund and Housing 
Revenue Account, together with the reasons for significant 
variances compared to probable outturn, be noted.

10. Annual Treasury Report 2017/18 (Pages 41 - 56) SD (IS)
Summary:

1. To inform Cabinet of the outturn position (subject to audit) of 
the Council’s investments and borrowing for the 2017/2018 
financial year.

2. To inform Cabinet of the outturn position of the Council’s 
treasury indicators.

Recommendations:

1. That Members note the outturn for the Council’s treasury 
management operations for 2017/2018.

2. That Members note the outturn for the Council’s treasury 
indicators.

11. Public Consultation for Stone Lodge Site Redevelopment (Pages 
57 - 118)
Summary:

This report sets out the extent of the public consultation prior 
to the submission of the Council’s application for outline 
planning consent, along with the designer responses.

Recommendation:

That the contents of the report be noted.
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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL

CABINET

MINUTES of the meeting of the Cabinet held on Thursday 24 May 2018 at 7.00 pm 

PRESENT: Councillor J A Kite, MBE (Chairman)
Councillor Mrs A D Allen, MBE
Councillor P F Coleman
Councillor K M Kelly
Councillor A R Lloyd
Councillor Mrs P A Thurlow

136. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

An apology for absence was submitted on behalf of Councillor Shippam.

137. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Councillor P F Coleman declared a prejudicial interest in agenda item 11, 
Objections to Dartford Borough Council (Off-Street Parking Places) Order 
2018, due to a personal connection to one of the objectors to the Order. 

138. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 12 
APRIL 2018 

The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 12 April 2018 were 
confirmed as an accurate record.

139. URGENT ITEMS 

There were no urgent items. 

140. TO RECEIVE THE MINUTES OF THE CABINET ADVISORY PANEL HELD 
ON 21 MAY 2018 

The Cabinet received the minutes of the Cabinet Advisory Panel held on 21 
May 2018 and took note of the Panel’s views throughout the meeting.

141. REFERENCES FROM COMMITTEES 

There were no references from other committees. 

142. STRATEGIC ISSUES CONSULTATION FOR A NEW LOCAL PLAN 

This report asked that a first consultation be undertaken for a new Local Plan, 
based on a discussion paper on potential strategic issues. The first stage 
public consultation would take place during a six week period starting in early 
June on a Strategic Issues consultation paper. The government now expected 
all Local Plans that were more than 5 years old to be reviewed and Dartford’s 
Local Plan had been adopted in 2011. Since that time there had been a 
number of changes that impacted on planning, most notably the National 
Planning Policy Framework, national planning principles and the introduction 
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of wider environmental/building legislation. There had also been a strong uplift 
in new housebuilding in recent years allied with the creation of new business 
premises and jobs. At the same time there had been considerable success in 
prompting the regeneration of sites in the north of the borough whilst 
protecting the Green Belt. All the major brownfield and development areas 
had commenced.   There was therefore a need to think ahead and to develop 
a new Local Plan. The programme for the review was set out in Appendix C to 
the report.

The Planning Policy Manager explained that the purpose of the consultation 
was to set out to infrastructure providers, landowners and local authorities 
Dartford’s current priorities and the likely future needs of the Borough; 
focussing on long-term development matters relevant to the Local Plan; 
taking views on the implications of past and future changes to national 
planning policy; to enable feedback to be given on the Core Strategy and its 
implementation and to gather comments on priority actions for local planning 
strategy. This was the first stage of the consultation process and would inform 
the technical details which would be subject to further consultation in 2019 
and provided the opportunity to identify the issues of concern to Dartford.

The Chairman noted that some Cabinet Advisory Panel members had 
expressed the view that there should be a further formal mechanism for 
Borough Councillors to feed their views into the consultation process and that 
it had been suggested that there could be a role for the Policy Overview 
Committee in this respect. Cabinet noted that the Local Plan Member 
Working Group had already considered the consultation and that there was 
an expectation that relevant issues would also be reported to the 
Development Control Board. Members could also respond to the consultation 
individually or through their Group if they so wished. The Cabinet felt that it 
was for the Policy Overview Committee to set its own work plan and that 
Members had opportunities to make their views known. It was noted that this 
was only the first stage of a process that would be subject to further 
consultation in 2019.

Cabinet Members confirmed their commitment to the Green Belt and asked 
about the implications of national policy on Green Belt directly and on 
brownfield sites in the Green Belt and so called windfall sites. The Planning 
Policy Manager explained that Dartford was well positioned in terms of house 
building and had a healthy position in terms of meeting its housing supply 
targets. This had been managed so that it was unlikely that there would be a 
need to release green belt land for development. He recognised that there 
may be some implications for brownfield sites but drew attention to the 
Council’s response to question 26 of the Consultation document which clearly 
set out the Council’s position on maintaining green belt land. Members 
welcomed this but felt that a sentence should be added in paragraph 80 of the 
consultation response to emphasise that the Council attached the greatest 
importance to protecting the green belt and aimed to do so through policy.

RESOLVED:           
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1. That a first stage public consultation be held for a six week period 
starting in early June on a Strategic Issues consultation paper;

2. That delegated authority for insertion of hyperlinks and illustrations, for 
layout, formatting and table amendments, and for typographic and non-
material minor editing refinements, to Appendix A to the report be 
delegated to the Planning Policy Manager in written consultation with 
Cllr Hunnisett (Local Plan Members Working Group Chairman) in order 
to finalise presentation of the Strategic Issues consultation paper; and 

3. That the Core Strategy Review: Policy Monitoring report, the Local 
Development Scheme, and 2018 Five Year Housing Land Supply 
report be approved (Appendices B to D to the report).

143. RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION ON POWERS FOR DEALING WITH 
UNAUTHORISED DEVELOPMENT AND ENCAMPMENTS 

This report brought to Members’ attention the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG), Home Office and Ministry of 
Justice consultation regarding powers for dealing with unauthorised 
development and encampments and summarised the draft responses to the 
consultation questions.

The Cabinet noted that there have been long standing concerns nationally 
about the issue of unauthorised developments and encampments and 
considered details of those unauthorised encampments which had arisen in 
the Borough during the past two years which were detailed in the consultation 
response. From this it was apparent that the Council’s robust approach to 
these incidents had been successful in encouraging people to move on 
quickly from these unauthorised incursions. The Cabinet commended the 
work of the Enforcement and Regulatory Services Team in dealing with 
unauthorised encampments and endorsed the proposed consultation 
response.

RESOLVED:

That the proposed response to the Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local 
Government, Home Office and Ministry of Justice open consultation on 
‘Powers for Dealing with Unauthorised Development and Encampments’ set 
out in Appendix A to the report be approved.      

144. TENDER RETURNS FOR STONE LODGE COMMUNITY SPORTS AND 
SOCIAL FACILITIES 

This report set out the background to the disposal of the former school site at 
Stone Lodge and the development of the site for community sports and social 
facilities and sought authority to accept tenders for work on the site.

The works had been competitively tendered in two packages comprising of 
building, landscaping and site works, and the specialist installation of a 3G 
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sports pitch with associated floodlighting and fencing. The tenders received 
were detailed in the exempt Appendix to the report.

RESOLVED:

That the works be let to the recommended companies set out in the exempt 
Appendix A to the report, and that the Managing Director be granted 
delegated authority to agree the final costings. 

145. CHANGES TO ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OUT OF HOURS SERVICE 

The report proposed changes to the out of hours’ service provided by 
Environmental Health that would better target resources whilst also making 
the service more accessible to residents. The Out of Hours (OOH) service 
was currently delivered under a shared service arrangement with Sevenoaks 
District Council and operated to the hours previously operated by the 
Sevenoaks OOH service. The OOH Service currently received an average of 
180 calls per annum relating to Dartford and the demand for the service 
varied significantly throughout the year and by the day of the week with the 
majority of calls being received between May and October between 18.00 and 
midnight on Friday and Saturday and on Sunday 10.00-12.00. This meant that 
an average of less than one call per week fell outside of the OOH service 
hours that Dartford had operated before entering into the shared service 
arrangement. Many of the calls received were not urgent, did not require 
immediate action and could be managed the next working day. Following a 
review of the service and consideration by Sevenoaks District Council Cabinet 
it was proposed that the OOH service should be targeted at times of peak 
demand as per the previous Dartford service, but offered throughout the year.  
The pattern of demand and the departure of several experienced officers 
throughout the year also pointed to a need for change. It was also proposed 
to take the opportunity to deploy new technology to enhance and extend 
access to the service. The proposed changes to the OOH service would not 
affect the response to the most serious or emergency public health 
complaints.

The Cabinet noted that the changes to the service that were being proposed 
were a reflection of the actual demand for the OOH service and the action that 
officers could actually carry out in real-time to deal with reported incidents. In 
many cases officers could not deal with the issue immediately and would have 
to follow up matters during normal working hours rather than being able to 
resolve them at the time. The proposals seemed sensible, reflecting service 
need, recognising the pressures upon officers operating the OOH 
arrangements, and also proposing greater use of new technology to extend 
access to the service for local residents.

RESOLVED:

That the recommendations set out in the report be agreed.      
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146. OBJECTIONS TO DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL (OFF-STREET 
PARKING PLACES) ORDER 2018 

Councillor P F Coleman, having declared a prejudicial interest, left the 
meeting during consideration of this item.

New hours of operation for some of the Council’s car parks and the 
introduction of parking management in two facilities, one new (The Grove, 
Swanscombe) and one existing (Highfield Road (South)), were proposed and 
the applicable fees and charges had been approved as part of the Council’s 
GAC (Budget) on 26th February 2018. However, objections had been received 
for the introduction of parking management in the Council’s ‘Highfield Road 
(South) Car Park’ during the Order making process. The report summarised 
the results of the statutory traffic regulation order consultation undertaken 
from 15th March to 5th April 2018.

The Cabinet noted that the Cabinet Advisory Panel had drawn attention to a 
petition which had been signed by 390 people who opposed the introduction 
of parking management at The Grove car park in Swanscombe. However the 
car park was owned by Swanscombe and Greenhithe Town Council, who had 
asked the Borough Council to introduce parking management for the car park. 
A member of the Town Council present at the CAP meeting had been able to 
confirm that the Town Council had considered the petition. In terms of the 
introduction of parking management at the Highfield Road (South) car park 
concerns had been raised by local Members about the possibility of 
displacement from the car park to on-street parking and concerns expressed 
about the way that consultation on the proposed Order had been carried out. 
There was also some concern that parking fees for the car park had been 
agreed at the GAC (Budget) meeting in February 2018 before consultation on 
the proposal had been carried out. 

The Chairman said that whilst there was no intention to actively manage every 
available parking space in the Borough there were instances where the car 
park at Highfield Road (South) was being used for vehicle repairs and other 
unintended uses and cars were being left in the car park for long periods of 
time. Clearly where facilities were abused it was right to consider whether 
managed operation might be appropriate.  Concerns that the setting of fees in 
advance of the consultation may have been premature were explained. It was 
appropriate for the GAC to set out fees that would apply if a Parking Places 
Order was made and if the Order was not made then the fees would not be 
applied. The setting of a fee scale did not prejudice the consultation.

The Strategic Director (External Services) advised the Cabinet that local 
Members seemed to have expected consultation on the introduction of the 
Parking Order to have been similar to the consultation carried out when 
considering the introduction of Resident’s Parking Schemes but that the 
requirements were not the same. She confirmed that the consultation carried 
out for the Parking Places Order had met all statutory requirements. 
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Cabinet discussed the potential for displacement of parking and noted the 
request by a Member of the Cabinet Advisory Panel that if the Order was 
made the displacement effect should be monitored.

RESOLVED:

1. That, having considered objections received to the Dartford Borough 
Council (Off-street Parking Places) Order 2018, the proposed parking 
management arrangements be introduced; and    

2. That a review be undertaken into the possible displacement effect of 
the parking management arrangements six months after 
commencement.

147. CORPORATE PLAN - KEY ACTIONS AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
MONITORING REPORT 

The Cabinet received a report detailing progress with the latest set of 
Corporate Plan key actions and performance indicators for quarter 4 of 2017-
18.

Members noted the concerns expressed by the Cabinet Advisory Panel about 
the apparent increase in the instances of fly-tipping which had been clarified 
to explain that since April 2017 all cases of fly-tipping, however minor, were 
being reported whereas previously only major cases had been reported. In 
real terms the level of fly-tipping had remained broadly the same during the 
past 3 years.

RESOLVED: 

That the Cabinet notes the contents of the key action and performance 
indicator monitoring reports attached at Appendices A and B to the report. 

148. REPORT OF DELEGATED ACTION TAKEN UNDER STANDING ORDER 
38: RESPONSE TO A2 BEAN AND EBBSFLEET JUNCTION 
IMPROVEMENTS STATUTORY PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

This report advised Cabinet, in accordance with the requirements of Standing 
Order 38(2)(b) of the delegated action taken under Standing Order 38(2)(a) by 
the Managing Director, in consultation with the Cabinet Chairman, in relation 
to the Highways England statutory public consultation on proposed 
improvements to the A2 Bean and Ebbsfleet junction.

RESOLVED:

That Cabinet note the action taken by the Managing Director, in consultation 
with the Cabinet Chairman, under Standing Order 38(2)(a), in relation to the 
Council’s response to the Highways England statutory public consultation on 
proposed improvements to the A2 Bean and Ebbsfleet junction.
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149. REPORT OF DELEGATED ACTION TAKEN UNDER STANDING ORDER 
38: HOWBURY STRATEGIC RAIL FREIGHT INTERCHANGE 

This report advised Cabinet, in accordance with the requirements of 
Standing Order 38(2)(b), the delegated action taken under Standing Order 
38(2)(a) by the Managing Director, in consultation with the Cabinet 
Chairman, in relation to the staff resource implications and related costs of 
defending the Council’s refusal of the planning application for the Howbury 
Strategic Rail Freight Interchange at Public Inquiry.

RESOLVED:

That Cabinet note the action taken by the Managing Director, in 
consultation with the Cabinet Chairman, under Standing Order 38(2)(a), in 
relation to the staff resource implications and related costs of defending the 
Council’s refusal of the planning application for the Howbury Strategic Rail 
Freight Interchange at Public Inquiry.

150. MINUTES OF THE POLICY OVERVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 
20 MARCH 2018 

This report presented to Cabinet the minutes of the meeting of the Policy 
Overview Committee held on 20 March 2018.

RESOLVED:

That the minutes of the Policy Overview Committee held on 20 March 2018 
be noted.

151. TENDER RETURNS FOR STONE LODGE COMMUNITY SPORTS AND 
SOCIAL FACILITIES - EXEMPT APPENDIX A
(EXEMPT CATEGORY SO 46 (1) (B) ANNEX 1 PARAGRAPH 3) 

RESOLVED:

That, following discussion of the main report (minute 144), Appendix A be 
noted.

152. REPORT OF DELEGATED ACTION TAKEN UNDER STANDING ORDER 
38: HOWBURY STRATEGIC RAIL FREIGHT INTERCHANGE - EXEMPT 
APPENDIX A
(EXEMPT CATEGORY SO 46 (1) (B) ANNEX 1 PARAGRAPH 3) 

RESOLVED:

That, following discussion of the main report (minute 149), Appendix A be 
noted. 
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The meeting closed at 7.45 pm

Councillor J A Kite, MBE
CHAIRMAN
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STREET  NAMING & NUMBERING – SITE OF FORMER 95 BRENT 
LANE

Brent

1. Summary

1.1 To approve a new road name for the development site formerly known 
as 95 Brent Lane.

2. RECOMMENDATION 

2.1 That the new road name for the development site formerly known as 95 
Brent Lane be approved as Hampton.

3. Background and Discussion

3.1. The development consists of a single access road leading to four new 
build detached houses in a cul-de-sac style.

3.2. The proposed name and two others, Hesketh & Hill Park, were 
submitted for consultation with a plan (as shown in Appendix A) to 
Cabinet and Ward Members, the Emergency Services, Royal Mail and 
the Developer on May 1st 2018.  The name complies with Council 
policy on Street Naming.

3.3. Councillors Mrs Allen, Coleman, Mrs Thurlow, Swinerd, Lloyd and Mrs 
Currans all preferred Hampton.

3.4. Kent Police and the Royal Mail preferred Hampton.

3.5. There were no other responses.

3.6. A suitable suffix will be chosen once the final road name has been 
approved.

3.7. The Developer requires the name as soon as possible to ensure that 
the utilities are connected. 

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan

Not applicable

5. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments

Financial Implications None

Legal Implications It is open to the developer to object in the 
Magistrates’ Court to a street naming.  If the 
developer’s suggested names are in accord with 
Council Policy, it is likely that the Magistrates will 
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rule in favour of the developer.

Staffing Implications None

Administrative Implications None

Risk Assessment No uncertainties

6. Details of Exempt Information Category

Not applicable

7. Appendices

Appendix A – Consult 95 Brent Lane

BACKGROUND PAPERS

Documents 
Consulted

Date / 
File Ref

Report 
Author

Section and 
Directorate

Exempt 
Information 
Category

Street Naming and 
Numbering Guidance

Dec 2013 Samantha 
Eastwood

Property Information 
(Internal Services)

N/A
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Capital Programme Including Prudential Indicators - Outturn 
2017/2018

1. Summary

1.1 To inform Cabinet of the final pre-audit figures for the 2017/18 Capital Programme, 
the capital resources that were used to fund it and those that remain available to 
fund future investment. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. That Cabinet note the draft outturn for the Capital Programme for 2017/18.

2.2. That Cabinet note the draft outturn position for 2017/18 on Capital resources, 
and the balance available to be carried forward into 2018/19.

2.3. That the Cabinet recommend the total capital budget carried forward into 
2018/19, as set out in Appendix C to the General Assembly of the Council 
including a new Supported Housing allocation.

2.4. That Cabinet note the outturn position on the Capital Prudential Indicators as 
shown in Appendix D.

2.5. That the General Assembly of the Council be asked to agree the capital 
budget carried forward into 2018/19 as per appendix C, thereby increasing the 
total capital budget to £25.983m.

3. Background and Discussion

3.1. The original budget for the 2017/18 Capital Programme was approved by 
the Council on 27 February 2017 at £14,273,000, and was later increased 
by the General Assembly of the Council to include funding for continuing 
projects carried forward from 2017/18. The final approved budget for the 
year was £23,024,000.

3.2. The probable outturn of £12,826,000 was reported to the GAC on 26 
February 2018.

3.3. The final outturn (subject to audit) on the Capital Programme was 
£11,648,000. 
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3.4. Appendix A details the outturn for 2017/18, and the resources available to 

fund future years’ projects which specifically relate to Housing; Appendix B 
gives the same information for all other projects. Both show the:

 Current Approved Budget – the original budget plus any approved 
virements during the year.

 Probable Outturn – the indicative outturn position as reported to 
the General Assembly of the Council on 26 February 2018.

 Outturn – the actual outturn for the year.

 Variance – the difference between probable and actual outturn

 Resources: showing the resources brought forward from earlier 
periods, those added in the year, how much was used to finance 
capital expenditure in 2017/18, and the amount available to be 
carried forward to fund future expenditure.

Appendix C shows the residual budget requirement necessary to complete 
2017/18 projects, which will be carried forward into 2018/19. 

Appendix D shows the outturn position on the Capital Prudential Indicators.

3.5 Reasons for the main variances (over £50,000 in value) between the 
probable outturn and the actual outturn are detailed below:

Council Housing Projects - underspend of £852,000
Overall, there was an underspend of £852,000 against the estimate.  As the 
HRA capital programme is largely funded from its own revenue resources, 
the sum underspent is retained as balances within the HRA for use in future 
years. 

The major individual variances within this sum were as follows:

Disabled Adaptations – underspend £84,000:

Approximately £60,000 of lower value works were charged to the revenue 
budget rather than capital.

Central Heating Renewals – underspend £164,000:

The underspend is due partly to tenants refusing access for boiler 
replacement and very cold weather late on in the financial year. It is 
proposed to carry forward the underspend to next year to avoid backlogs 
arising.
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Rewiring underspend £68,000:

18 rewires that were planned were not completed mainly because of 
problems accessing the property.

Fascia/Soffit Replacement - overspend £75,000:

An average measurement/property is allowed within our Business Plan and 
in some years this will be over measured and some under measured. This 
year it was under measured and therefore expenditure is higher than 
budgeted. Other budgets are managed to ensure no overall overspend 
occurs.

Roof Renewal - underspend £154,000:

A slower than hoped for start to the programme and bad weather at the end 
of the year were the main reasons for the underspend.

Communal Areas – underspend £53,000:

Delays in leaseholder consultation delayed some works.

External Chimneys – underspend £58,000:

A full replacement allowance is allowed within the Business Plan but the 
chimneys are not fully inspected until the scaffolds are erected and in most 
cases this year the chimneys could be repaired rather than replaced and 
therefore this is cheaper, hence the underspend.

New Homes - underspend £274,000:  

A delay in receiving approval from Thames Water to divert a drain at Temple 
Hill delayed the start of one project.

Backlog

There is still a backlog of HRA repairs. As at 31 March 2018 this stood at 
£3.6m (£3.6m in 2016/17). These repairs are continuously reviewed and 
updated by the Housing Maintenance Manager and are included in 
programmes of work, as appropriate. A sum of £7.127m is set aside in 
2018/19 for works to the existing HRA stock and it is considered that the 
backlog sum is manageable in the context of the overall capital and revenue 
works programmes.

General Fund Projects: overall, the programme underspent against the 
projection by £326,000. There were no significant variances from those 
previously reported.
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Appendix C shows the residual budget requirement in 2018/19 necessary 
to complete projects from 2017/18. In many cases the residual budget 
required is the difference between the probable outturn and actual outturn.

Fairfield Pool had an approved budget of £333,000 in 2017/18 but the 
probable outturn was reduced to £38,000. Actual expenditure was £22,000 
and it is necessary to carry forward £311,000 to complete the works.

A new budget is requested to due to an urgent need to renew the lifeline 
equipment in supported housing. The estimated cost is £150,000 and can 
be funded by the underspend in schemes not rolled forward. 

The additional budget requested for Housing projects is £588,000. The 
Housing capital budget underspent by £852,000 in 2017/18 so there are 
sufficient resources to fund the request.

The additional budget requested for General Fund projects is £504,000. 
When the 2018/19 capital budget was set it was estimated that £5.4m of 
capital receipts would be carried forward into 2018/19. Additional receipts 
were generated in 2017/18 and £7.5m was carried forward into 2018/19. 
Accordingly, the small additional budget requested can be funded from 
existing capital resources.

3.6 Capital Resources

3.6.1 Capital receipts of £4,693,000 were received in respect of redemptions 
relating to the discounted sale scheme at The Bridge. Additionally capital 
receipts and distributions relating to the Bridge development project were 
receivable. 

3.6.2 Right to Buy sales: a total of 17 properties were sold during the year, 
compared with 29 in 2016/17. These sales produced a capital receipt of 
£2,462,000, of which £555,000 was paid to MHCLG under legislation 
concerning the pooling of housing capital receipts. In addition, a repayment 
of discount and mortgage receipts contributed £42,000. A sum of 
£1,603,000 is earmarked as “one for one” receipts and must be used on the 
provision of new social housing within three years of receipt, and match-
funded in a ratio of 30:70 from other eligible funding sources. 

3.6.3 The Council was also obliged to repay £735,000 plus interest of £145,000 
due to the delays in the new house building programme. The current 
projects will not be impacted by these payments as other retained receipts 
can be used in the place of the repaid pooled receipts.

3.6.4 The balance of usable receipts for general use to be carried forward into 
2018/19 is £7.465m, while that of receipts restricted to 
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Housing/Regeneration schemes stands at £4.693m (inclusive of the one-for-
one receipts), making a total of £12.158m available to invest in the Council’s 
assets. 

3.6.5 Unapplied capital grants totalling £0.384m are being carried forward into 
2018/19 and are available to finance future expenditure. 

3.6.6 Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) capital receipts of £3.479m are also 
held, to be used on future projects to be agreed by Cabinet.

4 Relationship to the Corporate Plan
The capital programme covers many individual projects and will contribute to 
meeting many of the objectives in the Corporate Plan.

5 Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments

Financial Implications The draft outturn on capital funded projects 
for 2017/18 is £11.648m, and the capital 
resources to be carried forward into 2018/19 
total £16.021m (inclusive of £4.7m ‘141 
receipts’). 
Because the projects listed in Appendix C 
were not completed in 2017/18, Cabinet is 
asked to recommend to GAC the approval of 
an overall increase in the 2018/19 capital 
budget of £1,092,000. As noted in 
paragraph 3.5 this can be funded from 
existing resources.

Legal Implications None
Staffing Implications None
Administrative Implications None
Risk Assessment The accounts are in draft and subject to audit

6 Appendices
Appendix A - Capital Programme, Budget and Resources– Housing Projects 
2017/18

Appendix B - Capital Programme, Budget and Resources – Other Projects 
2017/18

Appendix C - Capital Budgets - Proposed Carry Forward into 2018/19

Appendix D - Capital Prudential Indicators 2017/18
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APPENDIX A

CAPITAL PROGRAMME - BUDGET, OUTTURN & RESOURCES

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT 2017/2018
CURRENT PROBABLE 

BUDGET  OUTTURN  OUTTURN
2017/2018 2017/2018 2017/2018 VARIANCE

£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

COUNCIL HOUSING PROJECTS

Disabled Adaptations 250 250 166 (84)

Decent Homes Works:

Central Heating Renewals 750 750 586 (164)

Rewiring 1,000 1,000 932 (68)

Asbestos Removal 75 130 134 4

Rising Main Replacement 25 21 21 0

Door Replacements 25 65 90 25

Kitchen and Bathrooms 1,115 1,115 1,108 (7)

External Wall Rendering 575 0 0 0

Door Entry Systems 35 26 21 (5)

Fascia /Soffit Replacements 185 285 360 75

Roof Renewal 1,250 1,240 1,086 (154)

Roof Tanks/Water Mains Supply 50 40 0 (40)

Communal Areas 1,572 1,450 1,397 (53)

External Chimneys 100 100 42 (58)

Retrofix Programme 75 35 15 (20)

Lift Replacement 50 50 44 (6)

Major Repairs 75 75 52 (23)

Other Projects:

New Homes 5,610 3,192 2,918 (274)

SUB TOTAL : COUNCIL HOUSING  PROJECTS 12,817 9,824 8,972 (852)

Resources
Brought
Forward

Additions
in Year

Used to Fund
Capital

Expenditure

Reimbursement
of 1-4-1

Receipts
£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

Usable Receipts (restricted) 24 22 (46) 0
1-4-1 Receipts (set aside for investment in
new-build housing) 4,700 1,603 (875) (735)

Major Repairs Reserve 0 3,415 (3,415) 0

Contribution from Revenue 0 4,636 (4,636) 0
4,724 9,676 (8,972) (735)
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CAPITAL PROGRAMME - BUDGET, OUTTURN & RESOURCES
GENERAL FUND 2017/2018

CURRENT PROBABLE
BUDGET  OUTTURN  OUTTURN

2017/2018 2017/2018 2017/2018 VARIANCE
Capital Projects £'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

Acacia Hall / Cranford Road depot 4,446 1,020 990 (30)

IT Equipment 119 119 101 (18)

The Orchard Theatre 50 50 41 (9)

Other Corporate Properties 30 30 15 (15)

Town Centre Heritage Scheme 200 0 0 0

Cricket Pavilion 60 26 26 0

Central Park 50 50 0 (50)

Green Deal Communities Funding 21 21 18 (3)

Stone Lodge 1,560 550 567 17

Columbaria 40 40 0 (40)

Dartford Town Centre Transport and Public Realm Improvements 100 200 151 (49)

Fairfield Improvement Works 333 38 22 (16)
Civic Centre Refurbishment:
  Replacement Heating/Lighting/Air Cooling 560 242 243 1
  Safety Works 0 15 3 (12)
  Door/Window Replacement 75 75 44 (31)
  Other Works 0 43 17 (26)
Community Infrastructure Levy Expenditure 2,000 0 0 0
Wayfinding 0 31 31 0
Eagles Road Playground 0 30 30 0

Housing Projects

Disabled Facilities Grants 544 409 377 (32)
Private Sector Renewal 19 13 0 (13)

Total General Fund Projects 10,207 3,002 2,676 (326)

Resources
Brought
Forward

Additions
in Year

Used to Fund
Capital

Expenditure
Carried
forward

£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

Capital Receipts (net of pooling) 4,492 5,041 (2,068) 7,465
Grants & Contributions 348 634 (598) 384
Grants & Contributions - CIL 2,386 1,093 0 3,479
Revenue Contribution 0 10 (10) 0

7,226 6,778 (2,676) 11,328
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CAPITAL BUDGETS - PROPOSED CARRY-FORWARD INTO 2018/19

Approved
Budget

2017/18

Probable
Outturn

2017/18
Outturn

2017/18

Proposed
carry-forward

to 2018/19 

Budget
Approved

2018/19

Proposed
Revised
Budget

2018/19

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

2017/18 Projects requring a reisdual budget for
completion in 2018/19

Housing Revenue Account:

Central Heating Renewals 750 750 586 164 750 914

New Homes 5,610 3,192 2,918 274 3,616 3,890

New Equipment for Supported Housing   * 0 0 0 150 0 150

General Fund:

Acacia Hall / Cranford Road depot 4,446 1,020 990 30 3,690 3,720
Central Park 50 50 0 50 0 50
Civic Centre - other works/ Internal Works 0 43 17 26 600 626
Civic Centre - safety 0 15 3 12 442 454
Fairfield Improvement Works 333 38 22 311 0 311
Disabled Facilities Grants 544 409 377 62 483 545
Private Sector Renewal 19 13 0 13 6 19

11,752 5,530 4,913 1,092 9,587 10,679
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PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS 2017/18

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Authority to have regard to the Chartered 
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local 
Authorities (the Prudential Code) when determining how much money it can afford to borrow. 
The objectives of the Prudential Code are to ensure, within a clear framework, that the 
capital investment plans of local authorities are affordable, prudent and sustainable, and that 
treasury management decisions are taken in accordance with good professional practice. To 
demonstrate that the Authority has fulfilled these objectives, the Prudential Code sets out the 
following indicators that must be set and monitored each year.

Estimates of Capital Expenditure: The Authority’s capital expenditure and financing may 
be summarised as follows.  

Capital Expenditure and 
Financing

2017/18 
Actual

£m

2018/19 
Estimate

£m

2019/20 
Estimate

£m

General Fund 2.676 14.148
7.665

HRA 8.972 10.743 12.267

Total Expenditure 11.648 24.891 19.932

Capital Receipts* 2.989 7.724 3.882

Government Grants 598 4.579 5.483

Reserves 3.415 2.93 0

Revenue 4.646 9.658 10.567

Total Financing 11.648 24.891 19.932
*if sufficient capital receipts do not arise, expenditure may be curtailed or be funded from reserves and/or borrowing.

Estimates of Capital Financing Requirement: The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) measures 
the Authority’s underlying need to borrow for a capital purpose. 

Capital Financing 
Requirement

31.03.18
Actual

£m

31.03.19 
Estimate

£m

31.03.20
Estimate

£m

General Fund 3.831 3.525 3.371

HRA 57.614 53.171 48.727

Total CFR 61.445 56.696 52.099

The CFR is forecast to fall by £9.346m over the next two years as capital expenditure financed by 
debt is outweighed by resources put aside for debt repayment.
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Gross Debt and the Capital Financing Requirement: In order to ensure that, over the medium 
term, debt will only be for a capital purpose, the Authority should ensure that debt does not, except in 
the short term, exceed the total of capital financing requirement in the preceding year plus the 
estimates of any additional capital financing requirement for the current and next two financial years. 
This is a key indicator of prudence.

Debt
31.03.18
Actual

£m

31.03.19
Estimate

£m

31.03.20
Estimate

£m

Borrowing 60.292 55.849 51.405

Total Debt 60.292 55.849 51.405

Total debt is expected to remain below the CFR during the forecast period.  

Operational Boundary for External Debt: The operational boundary is based on the Authority’s 
estimate of most likely (i.e. prudent but not worst case) scenario for external debt. It links directly to 
the Authority’s estimates of capital expenditure, the capital financing requirement and cash flow 
requirements, and is a key management tool for in-year monitoring.  Other long-term liabilities 
comprise finance leases and other liabilities that are not borrowing but form part of the Authority’s 
debt. The level set includes an allowance for the possibility of significant payments due to successful 
business rate appeals.

Operational Boundary 2017/18 
£m

2018/19 
£m

2019/20
£m

Borrowing 100 100 100

Other long-term liabilities 0 0 0

Total Debt 100 100 100

Authorised Limit for External Debt: The authorised limit is the affordable borrowing limit determined 
in compliance with the Local Government Act 2003.  It is the maximum amount of debt that the 
Authority can legally owe.  The authorised limit provides headroom over and above the operational 
boundary for unusual cash movements.

Authorised Limit 2017/18 
£m

2018/19 
£m

2019/20 
£m

2019/20 
£m

Borrowing 120 120 120 120

Other long-term liabilities 0 0 0 0

Total Debt 120 120 120 120
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Ratio of Financing Costs to Net Revenue Stream: This is an indicator of affordability and highlights 
the revenue implications of existing and proposed capital expenditure by identifying the proportion of 
the revenue budget required to meet financing costs, net of investment income.

Ratio of Financing Costs 
to Net Revenue Stream

2016/17 
Revised

%

2017/18 
Estimate

%

2018/19 
Estimate

%

General Fund -13.74 -4.43 -4.12

HRA 7.12 6.92 6.52

The General Fund ratio is negative because revenues exceed financing costs. 

Incremental Impact of Capital Investment Decisions: This is an indicator of affordability that shows 
the impact of capital investment decisions on Council Tax and housing rent levels. The incremental 
impact is the difference between the total revenue budget requirement of the current approved capital 
programme and the revenue budget requirement arising from it. 

Incremental Impact of Capital 
Investment Decisions

2017/18 
Estimate

£
General Fund - increase in annual 
band D Council Tax (0.08)

HRA - increase in average weekly 
rents (if applicable)* 0

*Not applicable in the HRA as the rents are set according to the government guidelines, which are 
not impacted upon by capital expenditure levels.

Adoption of the CIPFA Treasury Management Code: The Authority adopted the Chartered Institute 
of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice 
2011 Edition at its annual budget-setting meeting on 27 February 2012.
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REVENUE BUDGET MONITORING – OUTTURN 2017/18

1. Summary

1.1 To inform Members of the detailed final pre-audit 2017/18 figures for the 
General Fund and Housing Revenue Account, including reasons for 
significant variances compared to the probable outturn.

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 That the 2017/18 outturn for the General Fund and Housing Revenue 
Account, together with the reasons for significant variances compared to 
probable outturn, be noted.

3. Background and Discussion  

3.1.1. The original budgets for 2017/18 were approved by the Council on 27 
February 2017.  Monitoring reports have been submitted throughout 
the year and, where necessary, virements have been approved.

3.1.2. The Council, at its meeting on 26 February 2018, considered and 
approved the budget for 2018/19.  An integral part of this process 
was the estimate of the “probable outturn” for 2017/18.

3.1.3. Attached as Appendix A to this report is the General Fund Summary 
which shows the:

Original budget – as approved by the General Assembly of the 
Council on 27 February 2017. 

Current Budget – original budget plus any virements approved 
during the year.

Probable Outturn – indicative outturn position as reported to the 
General Assembly of the Council on 26 February 2018.

Provisional Outturn – provisional actual outturn for the year.

Variance – the difference between probable outturn and 
provisional actual outturn.

The outturn on service budgets for the General Fund was 
£8,985,389. This was £857,000 less than was allowed for when 
preparing the probable outturn in February. After inclusion of inflation, 
bad debt provision adjustments and HRA recharge, the total 
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underspend compared with the probable outturn is adjusted to 
£515,000.  Appendix B details the larger variances between the 
probable outturn and the provisional final outturn on service budgets. 
There were also many other reductions of smaller amounts.

3.1.4. Retained business rate income was £0.44m higher than that 
budgeted. This is mainly due to the following two factors:

 Increased Section 31 grants received of £253,000 mainly due to 
the government changing how it recompensed Councils for 
Small Business Rate Relief.

 A Tariff adjustment figure of £183,000 was receivable which was 
related to the 2017 revaluation.

3.1.5. Due to Collection Fund accounting regulations, not all of the Council’s 
share of the retained rates fund is included in year. Another £189,000 
remains in the Collection Fund for future distribution.

3.1.6. Other general grants of £25,726 were received. 

3.1.7. In accordance with delegated authority powers, the Managing 
Director transferred an additional £1,290,000 into earmarked 
reserves. The balance on the General Fund at 31 March 2018 was 
£3m. 

3.1.8. The summary Housing Revenue Account (HRA) is attached as 
Appendix C. The HRA made a surplus for the year of £0.216m 
compared with a projected deficit of £1.45m The balance carried 
forward is £12.9m. Members are reminded of the need to ensure 
sufficient funds are held to meet the maturity loan of £5m payable in 
2022. A commentary on the significant variances is given in Appendix 
D. 

3.1.9. Some expenditure is funded from the Identified Initiatives Reserve; in 
2017/18 this amounted to £301,000. Other Expenditure from reserves 
totalled £420,000. Expenditure from reserves is not constrained 
within the year of account.

3. Relationship to the Corporate Plan

Not applicable.
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4. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments

Financial Implications Net Expenditure on General Fund 
Services was £3.116m lower than the 
Original Budget. Income was 
£1,064,000 higher mainly due to higher 
than budgeted business rate income. 
The result was that reserves 
contributions were not required as per 
the original budget and an additional 
£2.96m was allocated to specific 
reserves.

At 31 March 2017 the balance on the 
General Fund was £3m with earmarked 
reserves of £26.5m.

The balance on the HRA at 31 March 
2018 was £12.9m.

The Council’s accounts for 2017/18 will 
be signed off after the completion of the 
audit in July. Until the accounts are 
signed off, figures in this report remain 
provisional.

Legal Implications None
Staffing Implications None
Administrative Implications None
Risk Assessment The accounts are in draft and subject to 

audit.
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5. Appendices

Appendix A: General Fund Summary Outturn
Appendix B: Commentary on General Fund Variances
Appendix C: Housing Revenue Account Outturn
Appendix D: Commentary on Housing Revenue Account Variances
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APPENDIX A
GENERAL FUND SUMMARY

ORIGINAL
BUDGET

2017/18

CURRENT
BUDGET

2017/18

PROBABLE
OUTTURN

2017/18

OUTTURN
2017/18

VARIANCE
2017/18

£ £ £ £ £

INTERNAL SERVICES 5,879,230 5,697,350 2,575,680 1,806,213 (769,467)

MANAGING DIRECTOR 377,210 315,250 314,880 252,311 (62,569)

EXTERNAL SERVICES 6,225,980 6,137,390 6,951,888 6,926,866 (25,022)

12,482,420 12,149,990 9,842,448 8,985,389 (857,059)

Plus
Allowance for Inflation 105,000 19,240 19,240 0 (19,240)

Increase in provisions 0 0 0 406,410 406,410

Less 0

Employee vacancy factor (125,000) 293,190 0 0 0

Support to other funds (850,000) (850,000) (850,000) (895,533) (45,533)

11,612,420 11,612,420 9,011,688 8,496,266 (515,422)

Contribution to Reserves 3,670,283 3,670,283 5,678,111 6,913,890 1,235,779

Net General Fund Budget 15,282,703 15,282,703 14,689,799 15,410,156 720,357

Income

Revenue Support Grant (684,482) (684,482) (684,482) (684,482) 0

Business Rate Retention and Related Grants
(Including transfer to Pool Growth Fund)

(3,500,000) (3,500,000) (4,100,000) (4,538,438) (438,438)

Other Grants 0 0 (19,700) (25,462) (5,762)

Homes Bonus (3,670,283) (3,670,283) (3,670,283) (3,670,283) 0

Total Business Rates and Grant Income (7,854,765) (7,854,765) (8,474,465) (8,918,665) (444,200)

Collection Fund Surplus (284,374) (284,374) (284,374) (284,374) 0

Council Tax (5,930,960) (5,930,960) (5,930,960) (5,931,116) (156)

Total Income (14,070,099) (14,070,099) (14,689,799) (15,134,155) (444,356)

USE OF BALANCES/RESERVES (1,212,604) (1,212,604) 0 0 0

Total Income (15,282,703) (15,282,703) (14,689,799) (15,134,155) (444,356)

General Reserve balance brought forward (3,000,000) (3,000,000) (3,000,000) (3,000,000) 0

General Reserve balance carried forward (3,000,000) (3,000,000) (3,000,000) (3,000,000) 0
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Appendix B 2017/18 OUTTURN

Inflation

The 2017/18 inflation budget was £105,000, only £85,760 of this was actually 
required during the year.  The £19,240 allowed for at projected outturn stage 
was not utilised.

Salary Savings 

The 2017/18 salary savings budget was £125,000 and as at the probable 
outturn stage (2017/18 budget book) £374,190 had been achieved.  A further 
£44,000 occurred in the latter part of the year. 

VAT Reclaim      

Following a successful claim, provision has been made in the 2017/18 
accounts for a refund of VAT for £144,250 on Sports and Leisure activities at 
Acacia Sports Centre.

MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Modernising Local Government and Consultancy   

The full budget for modernising local government and consultancy was not 
required during 2017/18, as costs were managed by other funds.  This 
resulted in a reduced spend of £21,000. 

EXTERNAL SERVICES

Temporary Housing Accommodation  

The year end outturn is a £210,000 overspend compared to that projected 
earlier in the year. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, there were 87 
more B&B cases in March, compared to November. This has led to an 
overspend on B&B nightly paid accommodation of £136,000. Secondly the 
percentage of DPLS benefit reclaimed in the last quarter reduced. This is 
likely to be due to new claims being processed and timing issues. 

Homelessness Prevention  

The Homelessness Prevention budget area underspent by £47,000, 
compared to the projected outturn. Homeless prevention payments and rent 
deposit payments were both lower than projected bringing the outturn back in 
line with budget. 

Corporate Property   

Corporate property maintenance was underspent by £27,790 with just over 
£18,000 relating to the civic centre maintenance budget.  Expenditure was 
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kept to the minimum in 2017/18 due to the planned capital works on the 
building.

On Street Car Parking

Directly charged expenditure and income has given a net beneficial variance 
of £87,280 for this service.  This is attributable to £7,000 lower expenditure 
against projection and increased income from fees and charges of £9,000 and 
fines and costs of £71,000, The additional income from fines and costs has 
arisen through improved enforcement organisation, with the number of fines 
issued notably higher than the previous financial year. Following the Council’s 
standard practice, provision has been made for fines issued that were not paid 
as at 31 March.

Domestic Refuse Collection 

Outturn exceeded the projection by £38,190. There was unprecedented 
demand for new and replacement wheeled bins in 2017/18, partly as a result 
of the apparent theft of a large number of communal 1100 litre bins from flats, 
but also because of fires in bin stores necessitating the replacement of all 
destroyed bins.  There were also increased orders from developers, offset by 
increased income.

Litter Enforcement

Net income is £34,540 higher than projected, as the number of fines issued 
was higher than previously predicted.  Following the Council’s standard 
practice, provision has been made for fines issued that were not paid as at 31 
March.

INTERNAL SERVICES

Legal Services  

Legal Services was underspent by £40,000 due to both lower legal fee 
payments, £30,000 and increased income of £10,000. 

Eltham Crematorium    
Income from the Eltham Crematorium joint arrangement has performed well 
against budget/projection over the last few years, but for 2017/18, unusually 
income was less than the Autumn prediction by £41,470.  This was due to the 
number of cremations over the winter period being less than estimated.

Investment Income   

The net outturn for the Council’s investments was £310,000 higher than the 
probable outturn due to performance of the externally managed pooled funds.
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Stone Lodge Development  

The probable outturn report to the budget meeting included the Stone Lodge 
compensation payment of £1,700,000, however some site costs totalling 
£22,620 were subsequently funded against the compensation payment. 
Further costs chargeable against this amount are likely to arise in 2018/19.
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HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

OUTTURN
CURRENT
BUDGET

PROBABLE
OUTTURN OUTTURN VARIANCE

2016/2017 2017/2018 2017/2018 2017/2018 2017/2018

Income and Expenditure Account

Income

Rents from houses (19,788,989) (19,432,449) (19,484,514) (19,626,331) (141,816)
Other rents (747,117) (757,439) (770,521) (785,127) (14,605)
Tenants' Charges for Services and Facilities (558,925) (571,619) (571,353) (581,171) (9,817)
Leaseholders' Charges for Services and Facilities (342,630) (180,000) (243,994) (312,156) (68,162)
Minor Capital Receipts (5,000) 0 (12,400) (15,706) (3,306)
Supporting People (261,378) 0 (261,378) (261,378) 0

Total Income (21,704,038) (20,941,507) (21,344,161) (21,581,868) (237,706)

Expenditure

General management 3,077,060 3,414,546 3,141,126 3,132,231 (8,895)
Special management 546,025 652,960 568,681 581,136 12,455

  Housing services for the elderly 590,478 655,390 576,841 538,045 (38,796)
Planned repairs 939,107 1,173,830 1,171,000 960,880 (210,120)
General repairs 1,482,678 1,654,067 1,636,104 1,471,119 (164,984)
General repairs - voids 589,588 706,357 657,500 602,472 (55,028)
Provision for bad debts 74,327 200,000 200,000 61,163 (138,837)
Miscellaneous 22,462 14,400 23,395 22,823 (572)

Capital charges:
Depreciation - dwellings/contribution to MRR 3,061,026 2,400,000 3,061,000 3,303,933 242,933
Depreciation - non-dwelling assets to MRR 109,564 131,000 110,000 111,010 1,010
Impairment of Fixed Assets 1,406,595 0 0 349 349

Total Expenditure 11,898,910 11,002,550 11,145,647 10,785,161 (360,486)

Net cost of services (9,805,128) (9,938,957) (10,198,514) (10,796,706) (598,193)

Interest payable 1,630,270 1,536,740 1,556,860 1,536,740 (20,120)
Interest receivable (51,417) (41,900) (40,900) (35,330) 5,570
Debt repayment 4,443,490 4,443,490 4,443,490 4,443,490 (0)

Net operating expenditure (3,782,785) (4,000,627) (4,239,064) (4,851,807) (612,743)

Appropriations
Transfer from Major Repairs Reserve (MRR) - non-dwelling
depreciation (109,565) (131,000) (110,000) 0 110,000

Revenue Contribution to Capital 4,275,030 8,734,000 5,805,000 4,635,764 (1,169,236)

Reversal of Depreciation & Impairment of Fixed Assets (1,406,595) 0 0 (349) (349)

Deficit/(Surplus) for the year (1,023,915) 4,602,373 1,455,936 (216,392) (1,672,328)

Balance brought forward (11,694,584) (12,718,498) (12,718,498) (12,718,499) 0

Balance carried forward (12,718,499) (8,116,125) (11,262,562) (12,934,891) (1,672,328)
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COMMENTARY ON HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT VARIANCES  

The balance carried forward as at 31 March 2018 into the 2018/19 financial 
year is £12,934,891. This is £1,672,328 higher than the probable outturn 
reported to GAC on 26 February 2018.  

The major components of this difference are:

Dwelling Rents (141,816)
Planned Repairs (210,120)
Responsive Repairs    (164,984)
Provision for Bad Debts (138,837)
Capital Financing/Contribution to MRR (815,294)

INCOME

Dwelling Rents
This year is the second of four years in which the HRA is required to offer a 
1% reduction in its rents therefore the budget has been set conservatively. 
The outturn last year was almost £148,000 better than had been predicted, a 
variance of 0.0075%. This year the variance is 0.0073%. The reasons for this 
variance are the same as in 16/17 which include new properties coming on-
stream which have higher than average rents, low void percentages, and the 
continuing policy to charge the full formula rent when a property is re-let.

EXPENDITURE

Capital Financing/Contribution to Major Repairs Reserve
The HRA capital programme is mostly funded by the Major Repairs Allowance 
and revenue contribution, with the Major Repairs Allowance sum equalling the 
amount charged to the HRA’s Income and Expenditure Statement as 
depreciation. The capital programme underspent by £852,000 compared with 
the previous projection.  The underspend led to a reduction of £815,000 in the 
total funding required from HRA resources.
 
Provision for Bad Debts
The adjustment to the provision of bad debts, at £61,163, was £138,837 lower 
than probable outturn. The methodology used to calculate the provision 
remained consistent with that used in previous years. It is considered prudent 
to budget for a higher rate of bad debts in the context of large scale benefit 
changes and other uncertainties.

Planned Repairs 

Gas Servicing – Part of this budget covers out of scope repairs. This year 
there were fewer out of scope gas related repairs and therefore the 
underspend has occurred.

Electrical Testing – A number of electrical tests on properties are completed 
each year. There are a number of routes the test can take:
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If the test fails then the works progresses to a rewire and this test is not 
charged for.
Some minor repairs may be needed following a test. Once these repairs have 
been completed the test is passed. This year there have been fewer repairs 
required and therefore spend has been lower than predicted.
There have also been a number of properties that have refused access for an 
electrical test.

Legionella Control – A number of the tanks we previously needed to clean & 
chlorinate have now been removed and therefore less was spent on this 
works. There also continue to be a number of properties that refuse access to 
the tanks and this slows the process down.

Sheltered dwellings – underspend of £76,000 – This was for a combination 
of reasons but in summary some works were charged to the responsive 
repairs code and a large lift upgrade (charged to capital budgets) reduced the 
required spend on the planned budget.

Responsive Repairs
The main reason for the underspend on responsive repairs was the 
cumulative impact of ‘Decent Homes’ capital and revenue expenditure 
programmes over the last few years. 

The balance carried forward on the HRA stands at £12,934,891. Of this, £5m 
can be identified for a debt repayment which is due in February 2022, in 
addition to the £4.2m paid each year. Match contribution for new build 
schemes will also be needed and will account for a significant part of the 
balance.
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ANNUAL TREASURY REPORT 2017/2018

1. Summary

1.1 To inform Cabinet of the outturn position (subject to audit) of the Council’s 
investments and borrowing for the 2017/2018 financial year.

1.2 To inform Cabinet of the outturn position of the Council’s treasury 
indicators.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 That Members note the outturn for the Council’s treasury management 
operations for 2017/2018.

2.2 That Members note the outturn for the Council’s treasury indicators.

3. Background and Discussion

3.1 The CIPFA definition of Treasury Management is “the management of the 
Council’s investments and cash flows, its banking and its capital market 
transactions; the effective control of the risks associated with those activities and 
the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks”. 

The Treasury Management Code requires public sector authorities to determine 
an annual Treasury Management Strategy and as a minimum, formally report on 
their treasury activities and arrangements to Cabinet mid-year and after the year-
end.  These reports enable those tasked with implementing policies and 
undertaking transactions to demonstrate they have properly fulfilled their 
responsibilities, and enable those with ultimate responsibility/governance of the 
treasury management function to scrutinise and assess its effectiveness and 
compliance with policies and objectives.     

Overall responsibility for treasury management remains with the Council.  No 
treasury management activity is without risk; the effective identification and 
management of risk are integral to the Council’s treasury management 
objectives.  

3.2 This report: 
a) Is prepared in accordance with the latest CIPFA Treasury Management Code 
of Practice and the Prudential Code.  The Treasury Strategy Statement for 
2017/2018 was adopted at the GAC meeting of 27 February 2017. 
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b)  presents details of the investment activity – both on internally and externally 
managed funds; 

c)  details the current position on the debt incurred in March 2012 for Housing 
Self Financing Reform

      d)  reports on the risk implications of treasury decisions and transactions;

e)  gives details of the outturn position on treasury management transactions in 
2017/2018;

       f) confirms compliance with treasury limits and treasury Indicators.

This report is to Cabinet and will, in addition, be reviewed by the Treasury 
Management Panel which is responsible for scrutiny of the Treasury 
Management function. 

3.3  Economic Background for 2017/2018

The following has been provided by the Council’s Treasury advisors, Arlingclose 
and provides the economic background in which the Council operated its 
treasury function during 2017/2018.

2017-18 was characterised by the push-pull from expectations of tapering of 
Quantitative Easing and the potential for increased policy rates in the US and 
Europe and from geopolitical tensions, which also had an impact.

The UK economy showed signs of slowing with latest estimates showing GDP, 
helped by an improving global economy, grew by 1.8% in calendar year 2017, 
the same level as in 2016.  This was a far better outcome than the majority of 
forecasts following the EU Referendum in June 2016, but it also reflected the 
international growth momentum generated by the increasingly buoyant US 
economy and the re-emergence of the Eurozone economies. 

The inflationary impact of rising import prices, a consequence of the fall in sterling 
associated with the EU referendum result, resulted in year-on-year CPI rising to 
3.1% in November before falling back to 2.7% in February 2018. Consumers felt 
the squeeze as real average earnings growth, i.e. after inflation, turned negative 
before slowly recovering.  The labour market showed resilience as the 
unemployment rate fell back to 4.3% in January 2018.  The inherent weakness 
in UK business investment was not helped by political uncertainty following the 
surprise General Election in June and by the lack of clarity on Brexit, the UK and 
the EU only reaching an agreement in March 2018 on a transition which will now 
be between quarter 2 2019 and quarter 4 2020. The Withdrawal Treaty is yet to 
be ratified by the UK parliament and those of the other 27 EU member states and 
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new international trading arrangements are yet to be negotiated and agreed.

The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) increased Bank Rate 
by 0.25% in November 2017. It was significant in that it was the first rate hike in 
ten years, although in essence the MPC reversed its August 2016 cut following 
the referendum result. The February Inflation Report indicated the MPC was 
keen to return inflation to the 2% target over a more conventional (18-24 month) 
horizon with ‘gradual’ and ‘limited’ policy tightening. Although in March two MPC 
members voted to increase policy rates immediately and the MPC itself stopped 
short of committing itself to the timing of the next increase in rates. 

Financial markets: 
The increase in Bank Rate resulted in higher money markets rates: 1-month, 3-
month and 12-month LIBID rates averaged 0.32%, 0.39% and 0.69% and at 31st 
March 2018 were 0.43%, 0.72% and 1.12% respectively.

Gilt yields displayed significant volatility over the twelve-month period with the 
change in sentiment in the Bank of England’s outlook for interest rates. The yield 
on the 5-year gilts which had fallen to 0.35% in mid-June rose to 1.65% by the 
end of March. 10-year gilt yields also rose from their lows of 0.93% in June to 
1.65% by mid-February before falling back to 1.35% at year-end. 20-year gilt 
yields followed an even more erratic path with lows of 1.62% in June, and highs 
of 2.03% in February, only to plummet back down to 1.70% by the end of the 
financial year.

The FTSE 100 had a strong finish to calendar 2017, reaching yet another record 
high of 7688, before plummeting below 7000 at the beginning of 2018 in the 
global equity correction and sell-off.  

Credit background: 
In the first quarter of the financial year, UK bank credit default swaps reached 
three-year lows on the announcement that the Funding for Lending Scheme, 
which gave banks access to cheaper funding, was being extended to 2018. For 
the rest of the year, CDS prices remained broadly flat. 

The rules for UK banks’ ring-fencing were finalised by the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and banks began the complex implementation process ahead of the 
statutory deadline of 1st January 2019.  As there was some uncertainty 
surrounding which banking entities the Authority would will be dealing with once 
ring-fencing was implemented and what the balance sheets of the ring-fenced 
and non ring-fenced entities would look would actually look like, in May 2017 
Arlingclose advised adjusting downwards the maturity limit for unsecured 
investments to a maximum of 6 months.  The rating agencies had slightly varying 
views on the creditworthiness of the restructured entities.
Barclays was the first to complete its ring-fence restructure over the 2018 Easter 
weekend; wholesale deposits including local authority deposits will henceforth 
be accepted by Barclays Bank plc (branded Barclays International), which is the 
non ring-fenced bank.  Standard & Poor’s upgraded Barclays Bank’s long-term 
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rating to A from A- after the bank announced its plans for its entities post ring-
fencing.  

Money Market Fund regulation: The new EU regulations for Money Market 
Funds (MMFs) were finally approved and published in July and existing funds 
will have to be compliant by no later than 21st January 2019.  The key features 
include Low Volatility Net Asset Value (LVNAV) Money Market Funds which will 
be permitted to maintain a constant dealing NAV, providing they meet strict new 
criteria and minimum liquidity requirements.  MMFs will not be prohibited from 
having an external fund rating (as had been suggested in draft regulations).  
Arlingclose expects most of the short-term MMFs it recommends to convert to 
the LVNAV structure and awaits confirmation from each fund. 

3.4 Local Authority Regulatory Changes

Revised CIPFA Codes: CIPFA published revised editions of the Treasury 
Management and Prudential Codes in December 2017. The required changes 
from the 2011 Code are being incorporated into Treasury Management Strategy.

The 2017 Prudential Code introduces the requirement for a Capital Strategy 
which provides a high-level overview of the long-term context of capital 
expenditure and investment decisions and their associated risks and rewards 
along with an overview of how risk is managed for future financial sustainability. 
Where this strategy is produced and approved by full Council, the determination 
of the Treasury Management Strategy can be delegated to a committee. The 
Code also expands on the process and governance issues of capital expenditure 
and investment decisions.  

In the 2017 Treasury Management Code the definition of ‘investments’ has been 
widened to include financial assets as well as non-financial assets held primarily 
for financial returns such as investment property. These must be discussed in 
the Capital Strategy or Investment Strategy.  Additional risks of such investments 
are to be set out clearly and the impact on financial sustainability is be identified 
and reported. 

MHCLG Investment Guidance and Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP): 
In February 2018 the MHCLG (Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government) published revised Guidance on Local Government and 
Investments and Statutory Guidance on Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP).

Changes to the Investment Guidance include a wider definition of investments to 
include non-financial assets held primarily for generating income return and a 
new category called “loans” (e.g. temporary transfer of cash to a third party, joint 
venture, subsidiary or associate). The Guidance introduces the concept of 
proportionality, proposes additional disclosure for borrowing solely to invest and 
also specifies additional indicators. Investment strategies must detail the extent 
to which service delivery objectives are reliant on investment income and a 
contingency plan should yields on investments fall. 
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MiFID II:  
As a result of the second Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II), 
from 3rd January 2018 local authorities were automatically treated as retail clients 
but could “opt up” to professional client status, providing certain criteria was met 
which includes having an investment balance of at least £10 million and the 
person(s) authorised to make investment decisions on behalf of the authority have 
at least a year’s relevant professional experience. In addition, the regulated 
financial services firms to whom this directive applies have had to assess that that 
person(s) have the expertise, experience and knowledge to make investment 
decisions and understand the risks involved.  

The Authority has met the conditions to opt up to professional status and has done 
so in order to maintain its erstwhile MiFID II status prior to January 2018. The 
Authority will continue to have access to products including money market funds, 
pooled funds, treasury bills, bonds, shares and to financial advice. 

3.5The Council’s Treasury Position as at 31 March 2018:

31st March 
2017

£000’s

31st March 
2018

£000’s 
Short term borrowing (amounts falling due 
within one year)

(4,443) (4,443)

Long-term borrowing (60,292) (55,849)
Total Borrowing 64,735 60,292
Long-term investments1 0 43,141
Short-term investments 79,647 33,081
Cash & Cash Equivalents 11,225 20,695
Total Investments 90,872 96,917
Year End Net Treasury Position 26,137 36,625

NB:  The figures in the table above are from the balance sheet in the Council’s statement 
of accounts, but adjusted to exclude operational cash, accrued interest and other 
accounting adjustments.

3.6Debt Portfolio as at 31st March 2018
The Council has now had a debt portfolio for six full financial years, the debt 
having been taken on as a result of the Housing Self Financing regime on 28th 
March 2012. The total interest paid was £1.552m; this figure is adjusted in the 

1 The Council re-classified some of its externally managed pooled funds as long-term investments 
this year. They were classified as short term investments in prior years. 
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accounts to reflect the actual interest due for the financial year. The adjusted 
interest figure is £1.536m. The movement in the debt is shown in the table below:

` Balance 
on 

31/3/2017
£’000’s

Debt 
repaid

£’000’s

Balance 
on 

31/3/2018
£’000’s

Long Term Borrowing (Maturity fixed 
rate Loans)

5,000 0 5,000

Long Term Borrowing  (EIP fixed rate 
Loans)

59,735 (4,443) 55,292

Total Borrowing* 64,735 (4,443) 60,292
Average Rate % / Life (yrs) 2.44% / 

14.87 yrs
2.46% / 

13.99 yrs

Note*:  The value of Long term borrowing that falls due within one year is re-defined at year end 
as short term borrowing. All the short- and long-term borrowing in the table above relate to loans 
for HRA self-financing. 

The Council did not enter into any new long term borrowing during 2017/18.
Should it be required to borrow new loans, the Council has been eligible to apply 
for new loans from the Public Works Loans Board (PWLB) at the PWLB Certainty 
Rate (0.2% below the PWLB standard rate).   This eligibility is for a 12 month 
period from 1st November 2017.  

The Council’s strategy permits temporary borrowing to meet overnight or short-
term cashflow deficits and the prudent and efficient management of the Council’s 
treasury position. There was no temporary borrowing during 2017/2018.

3.7 Investment Activity

The Council holds significant invested funds, representing income received in 
advance of expenditure plus balances and reserves held.  During 2017/18 the 
Council’s investment balances have ranged between £96.1m and £119.1m.  
Table 3.7.1 below shows the year-end investment position and the total 
investments made and maturities/investments sold.

3.7.1 Investment Activity in 2017/18  
Investments Balance on 

31/03/2017 
£’000’s

Investments 
made 

£’000’s

Maturities/
Investments 
sold £’000’s

Balance on 
31/03/2018 

£’000’s
Short term investments 
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Instant Access Deposit Accounts
Fixed Term Deposits

2,000
4.505

19,765
0

(15,765)
(4,505)

6,000
0

Money Market Funds 9,225 140,769 (135,299) 14,695
External Pooled Funds 75,142 8,151 (6,107) 76,222
Total Investments 90,872 168,685 (161,676) 96,917

  External fund holdings are re-valued at year end and carried at Fair Value.

Both the CIPFA code and government guidance require the Council to invest its 
funds prudently, and to have regard to security and liquidity of its investments 
before seeking the highest rate of return, or yield.  The Council’s objective when 
investing money is to strike an appropriate balance between risk and return, 
minimising the risk of incurring losses from defaults and the risk of receiving 
unsuitably low investment income.

In furtherance of these objectives, and given the increasing risk and low returns 
from short-term unsecured bank investments, the Council continued to keep the 
majority of investments in diversified funds through the use of money market 
funds and externally managed pooled funds.  A small amount of investments 
were kept directly with banks in call accounts which were able to be recalled 
instantly if needed.   The risk and return metrics are shown in the extract from 
Arlingclose’s quarterly benchmarking in table 3.6.2 below.

3.7.2 Investment Benchmarking

Credit 
Score

Credit 
Rating

Bail-in 
Exposure

WAM* 
(days)

Rate of 
Return 

(income 
only) 

internally 
and 

externally 
managed 

funds
31.03.2017 5.04 A+ 100% 3 2.02%
30.06.2017 4.94 A+ 100% 1 1.68%
30.09.2017 4.73 A+ 100% 1 1.54%
31.12.2017 5.07 A+ 100% 1 1.45%
31.03.2018 4.77 A+ 100% 1 1.60%
Similar LAs 4.22 AA- 53% 109 1.41%
All LAs 4.24 AA- 55% 35 1.05%

The Council’s best performing investments in 2017/18 were the externally 
managed pooled funds which are spread over asset classes with the potential 
for higher return. The Council has investments in cash plus, bond, equity income, 
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multi-asset and property funds which allow the Council to diversity into asset 
classes other than cash without the need to manage and own the underlying 
investments.  The funds which are operated on a variable net asset value 
(VNAV) basis offer diversification of investment risk, coupled with the service of 
a professional fund manager; they also offer enhanced returns over the longer 
term but are more volatile in the short term.  These generated an average total 
return of 0.89%, comprising a £1.51m (2.07%) income return and an unrealised 
capital loss of £0.97m (-1.18%).  Externally managed pooled fund valuations at 
the end of April 2018 had already shown an unrealised capital gain of £0.90m, 
almost completely reversing the unrealised loss reported at the end of March 
2018.   Because these funds have no defined maturity date, but are available for 
withdrawal after a notice period, their performance and continued suitability in 
meeting the Council’s investment objectives is regularly reviewed.   

The increase/decrease of monies invested in externally managed pooled funds 
is shown in table 2 in Appendix A.

All investments during 2017/2018 complied with the Council’s strategy approved 
by Council on 27th February 2017.  There were no breaches, neither in respect 
of size of an investment to an individual institution, nor in the length of the 
investment period.  

Throughout the year, the Council continued to invest in Money Market Funds 
and instant access accounts. Rates on investments in MMFs ranged between 
0.09% and 0.53% reflecting the funds’ main objective of providing high same-
day liquidity and high security of capital. Call-account rates ranged between 
0.15% and 0.50% reflecting the low Bank of England base rate.

Details of the in-house investments and externally managed funds held at 31st 
March 2018 are shown in Appendix A.

3.8 Budgeted Income and Outturn – General Fund

The General Fund net budget for interest receivable in 2017/2018 was £0.65m 
with probable outturn reported in February as £1.3m.  The budget is after the 
statutory transfer of interest to other funds – mainly the Housing Revenue 
Account. The Council has achieved interest of £1.61m which is broken down as 
follows:

2017/18 
Outturn

£’000’s
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Interest receivable on internally managed funds 88
Other Interest receivable 2 1
Gains on sale of externally managed fund 91
Loss on sale of externally managed fund (44)
Dividends - externally managed funds 1,511

1,647
Less:
1) credit to the HRA (in    accordance with the detailed 
provisions of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989), 
2) and other minor items 3

(35)

(2)
General Fund Net Investment Income 1,610

2  Interest is also received on other items e.g. car loans made to staff, default interest on late 
contractual payments

3 Interest is payable on the Kidd Legacy Funds and the sums held for Leaseholders in respect 
of future liabilities.

The interest budget has been exceed for the year due to the strong income 
returns received the externally managed pooled funds.  These funds have 
performed well during the year resulting in large dividend payments, but there is 
no guarantee that future performance or income distribution will follow this trend.

3.9 Budgeted Income and Outturn (subject to audit) – Housing Revenue 
Account

2017/2018
Budget

£’000

2017/2018
Outturn

£’000
Interest Receivable - Investment Income on 
cash flow balances¹

41 35

Interest Payable – PWLB³ (1,537) (1,537)
Net HRA position (1,496) (1,502)

¹This item is credited to the HRA in accordance with the detailed provisions of the Local 
Government and Housing Act 1989 – the corresponding contra entry is shown in the General 
Fund table above.

³ This is the interest payable on the borrowing undertaken from the Public Works Loan Board 
(PWLB) under the Housing Self Financing regime and charged to the HRA in 2017/2018. Note 
that the actual interest paid to PWLB in 2017/2018 was £1.552m but this is apportioned to take 
into account the financial year for which the interest was due.

3.10 Treasury Management Indicators
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The Council measures and manages its exposure to treasury management risks 
using the following indicators.

Security:  The Council has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to credit 
risk by monitoring the long-term credit rating and will aim for a weighted average 
long-term rating of ‘A’ for its in-house managed cash balances placed with credit 
rated banks and building societies and, as applicable, MMFs.

Target Actual
Portfolio average credit rating (in-
house managed cash balances – 
value weighted)

A A+

Liquidity:  The Council has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to 
liquidity risk by monitoring the amount of cash available to meet unexpected 
payments within a rolling one month period, without additional borrowing.

Target
Total cash available within 1 month £5m

In 2017/18 the Council had at least £5m available within one month at all times.

Interest Rate Exposures:  These indicators represent the maximum level (as a 
percentage) of the Council’s investment and borrowing that will be invested at 
either a fixed or variable rate of interest.  These indicators set the parameters 
which allow the Council to manage the extent to which it is exposed to changes 
in interest rates.  

The upper limit for variable rate exposure has been set to ensure that the Council 
is not exposed to interest rate rises which could adversely impact on the revenue 
budget.  The limit allows for the use of variable rate borrowing to offset exposure 
to changes in short-term rates on investments.

Approved 
Limits for 
2017/18

Upper Limit for Fixed Interest Rate 
Exposure 100%

Compliance with Limits: Yes
Upper Limit for Variable Interest Rate 
Exposure 100%
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Compliance with Limits: Yes

All of the Council’s long term debt is at fixed rates of interest and, therefore, 
interest rate rises will not have an adverse impact on the budgetary position.  
The Council considers its investments to be at variable rates of interest (no fixed 
rate investments for periods longer than 12 months).

Maturity Structure of Fixed Rate Borrowing 
This indicator is to limit large concentrations of fixed rate debt needing to be 
replaced at times of uncertainty over interest rates. It is designed to protect 
against excessive exposures to interest rate changes in any one period, in 
particular in the course of the next ten years.  

Maturity structure of 
fixed rate borrowing

Lower 
Limit for 
2017/18 

%

Upper 
Limit for 
2017/18 

%

Actual 
Maturity % 

as at
31/03/2018

Actual 
Fixed Rate 
Borrowing 

at 
31/03/2018

£’000’s
under 12 months 0% 25% 7.37% 4,443
12 months and within 
24 months 0% 25% 7.37% 4,444

24 months and within 
5 years 0% 50% 28.91% 17,431

5 years and within 10 
years 0% 40% 27.25% 16,431

10 years and within 20 
years 0% 50% 27.99% 16,876

20 years and within 30 
years 0% 20% 1.11% 667

Total 100% 60,292

Principal Sums Invested for Periods Longer than 364 days
The purpose of this indicator is to control the Council’s exposure to the risk of 
incurring loss by seeking early repayment of its investments.  The limits on the 
total principal sum invested to final maturities beyond the period end are:  

Limits on principal invested 
beyond year end

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Internally Managed Funds £20m £15m £10m
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Externally Managed Funds £115m £115m £115m

The Council did not exceed any of the limits above during 2017/18.  All internally 
invested funds were invested for periods less than 364 days.  Some of the 
externally managed funds are classified as long-term investments and therefore 
are likely to be held for more than 364 days. 

3.11 Other Items 

External Service Providers 

Arlingclose is appointed as the Council’s treasury management adviser.  The 
Council is clear as to the services it expects and is provided under the contract.

The Council is also clear that overall responsibility for treasury management 
always remains with the Council. 

Training

Council Officers responsible for treasury management have attended training 
courses throughout the year.

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan

Council Performing Strongly Theme PS1 – this is the robust management of 
the Council’s day to day finances, enabling it to meet its financial obligations 
to all stakeholders by offering a high quality, value for money service.
Regular monitoring and scrutiny of the Council’s financial position, and, in 
particular its treasury management function is key to maintaining a sound 
financial strategy. This is an important element of the Corporate Health 
theme.

5. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments

Financial Implications Total interest paid on the Council’s 
outstanding debt was £1.63m.  The net 
outturn for the Council’s investments 
was £1.61m against a probable outturn 
of £1.3m, due to performance of the 
externally managed pooled funds. 

Legal Implications None
Staffing Implications None
Administrative Implications None
Risk Assessment Treasury operations are tightly 
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regulated and the Council’s external 
advisers consulted regularly, thus 
minimising the risk to the Council. 

Appendices -  
Appendix A: Internally and externally managed investments 

BACKGROUND PAPERS

Documents 
consulted

Date File Ref Report
Author

Section and
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Exempt
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Category

Banking 
2017/2018

Catherine Bailey
01322 343312

Strategic 
Directorate 
Internal 
Services
Financial 
Services
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Table 1 – In house Investments

IN HOUSE INVESTMENTS AS AT 31st MARCH 2018
Start 
Date

Institution Investment
£’000’s

Maturity 
Date

Interest Rate

Overnight Investments ¹
Santander UK plc 5,000 n/a 0.25%
Barclays Bank plc 1,000 n/a 0.30%
Amundi (MMF) 5,000 n/a 0.51%
Insight (MMF) 4,695 n/a 0.44%

Standard Life (MMF) 5,000 n/a 0.46%
Sub total: Overnight Investments 20,695

Total in-house funds invested 20,695

¹ The interest rate quoted for the Money Market Funds (MMF) are as at 31st March 2018, rates for MMF are quoted daily after the close of business.
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Table 2 - External Pooled Funds as at 31st March 2018

                          

Fund Type Value as at 
31/03/2017

£’000’s

New 
Investment 

£’000’s

Investments 
Sold £’000’s

Realised 
Gain/(Los
s) £’000’s

Market 
Value as at 
31/03/2018 

£’000’s

Change in 
Value - 

Unrealised
Gain 

/(Loss)  
£’000’s

Cash Plus Funds 21,106 2,000 0 0 23,070 (36)
Short Bond Funds 18,130 1,000 (4,144) 91 14,968 (18)
Long Dated Bond Funds 8,648 0 (1,961) (44) 6,713 26
Equity Income Funds 12,626 1,000 0 0 13,001 (625)
Multi Asset Income Funds 12,779 4,151 0 0 16,529 (401)
Property Funds 1,853 0 0 0 1,940 87

TOTAL 75,142 8,151 6,105 47 76,221 (967)
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PUBLIC CONSULTATION FOR STONE LODGE SITE 
REDEVELOPMENT

Ward :Stone

1. Summary

1.1 This report sets out the extent of the public consultation prior to the submission 
of the Council’s application for outline planning consent, along with the designer 
responses.

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 That the contents of the report be noted.

3. Background and Discussion

3.1. On 2 November 2017 Cabinet received a report on the progress of the 
proposed disposal of land at Stone Lodge for use a secondary school 
and an update on the development proposals for the site. [Minute 60]

3.2. There was a series of public consultation exercises through leaflet drops, 
an exhibition and on-line/telephone engagement which commenced in 
January and continued through to February 2018. The comments 
received throughout the consultation process have just been collated 
and responded to by the Council’s consultants, and these form the 
appendices to this report

3.3. The main issues raised during the consultation were traffic, pollution and 
loss of green space. All these are responded to in the accompanying 
Statement of Community Engagement.

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan

HW 1. Increase the opportunities for participating in sporting, cultural and leisure 
activities. 
HW 2. Reduce overall health inequalities in the Borough.

5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments

Financial Implications None specifically

Legal Implications
 

None specifically
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Staffing Implications None specifically

Administrative 
Implications

None 

Risk Assessment N/A

6. Details of Exempt Information Category

Not applicable

7. Appendices

Appendix A – Statement of Community Involvement including 
document appendies A-D

BACKGROUND PAPERS

Documents consulted Date /
File Ref

Report Author Section and
Directorate

Exempt
Information 
Category

Tony Phillips
(01322) 343269

Policy and 
Corporate 
Support

Internal 
Services

N/A



 

Dartford Borough Council 

Stone Lodge, Dartford 

Statement of Community Involvement 

June 2018 

Amec Foster Wheeler Environment  

& Infrastructure UK Limited 

Appendix A
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Copyright and non-disclosure notice 

The contents and layout of this report are subject to copyright 
owned by Amec Foster Wheeler (© Amec Foster Wheeler 
Environment & Infrastructure UK Limited 2015). save to the 
extent that copyright has been legally assigned by us to 
another party or is used by Amec Foster Wheeler under 
licence.  To the extent that we own the copyright in this report, 
it may not be copied or used without our prior written 
agreement for any purpose other than the purpose indicated in 
this report. The methodology (if any) contained in this report is 
provided to you in confidence and must not be disclosed or 
copied to third parties without the prior written agreement of 
Amec Foster Wheeler.  Disclosure of that information may 
constitute an actionable breach of confidence or may 
otherwise prejudice our commercial interests.  Any third party 
who obtains access to this report by any means will, in any 
event, be subject to the Third Party Disclaimer set out below. 

Third-party disclaimer  

Any disclosure of this report to a third party is subject to this 
disclaimer.  The report was prepared by Amec Foster Wheeler 
at the instruction of, and for use by, our client named on the 
front of the report.  It does not in any way constitute advice to 
any third party who is able to access it by any means.  Amec 
Foster Wheeler excludes to the fullest extent lawfully permitted 
all liability whatsoever for any loss or damage howsoever 
arising from reliance on the contents of this report.  We do not 
however exclude our liability (if any) for personal injury or 
death resulting from our negligence, for fraud or any other 
matter in relation to which we cannot legally exclude liability.   

Management systems 

This document has been produced by Amec Foster Wheeler 
Environment & Infrastructure UK Limited in full compliance with 
the management systems, which have been certified to ISO 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to outline the pre-application stakeholder and community consultation 
undertaken by Dartford Borough Council (DBC) in support of an outline planning application for the 
development of around 120 residential dwellings, a new secondary school and public open space on land at 
Stone Lodge, Dartford. It also summarises the feedback received during the pre-application stage. The 
report is structured as follows: 

 Chapter 2 outlines relevant planning policy guidance which has informed Dartford Borough 

Council’s consultation strategy; 

 Chapter 3 sets out the consultation that has been undertaken with technical stakeholders on a 

range of issues associated with the development scheme; 

 Chapter 4 sets out the consultation undertaken with local residents in January 2018.  This 

chapter also details the feedback received and provides responses to the key issues raised; 

and  

 Chapter 5 provides a summary and conclusions. 
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2. Planning Policy Guidance 

2.1 Introduction 

This section introduces relevant planning policy guidance which has informed DBC’s consultation strategy 

throughout the preparation of the application for proposals at Stone Lodge, Dartford.  

2.2 National Planning Policy Framework 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out a positive framework for community engagement 

at all stages of the planning process. In terms of pre-application engagement, paragraph 188 states that 

early engagement has the potential to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the planning application 

system for all parties.  Paragraph 189 encourages applicants to engage with local communities.  Similarly, 

Paragraph 190 encourages statutory consultees to engage in the pre-application process to resolve as many 

issues as possible at the pre-application stage.  

2.3 Dartford Borough Council Statement of Community Involvement 

Dartford Borough Council’s Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) was adopted in December 2017 and 

seeks to guide all community involvement on planning matters in the borough. It outlines the importance of 

community involvement and consultation forming an integral part of the planning process.  The SCI has been 

prepared to set out the fundamental principles the council will apply to ensure the involvement of local 

people and organisations in planning the future of the borough.  

Dartford Borough Council recognises that the local area is involved in a series of regeneration projects of 

national significance, which have a major impact on the lives of local people. The Council is committed to 

consulting and involving people in the development of the area. 

Section 1.6 states the six principles of public involvement that will consistently apply in terms of Planning for 

Borough of Dartford.  Each planning decision is informed by public input, based on the following principles: 

 Principle A: Public Involvement will be at a timely stage before final decisions are made by the 

council.  

 Principle B: Explanatory information supporting proposals, or further contact details, will be 

provided to inform people responding to proposals. 

 Principle C: Clear deadlines will be provided for public consultations. The time period should be 

reasonable, but will recognise if there is a fixed timescale in which decisions need to be taken. 

 Principle D: Public comments will be acknowledged, and taken into account, with applicable 

planning issues appropriately weighed up. 

 Principle E: Notification and publicity will occur as soon as possible; with electronic 

communication primarily used, and webpages regularly updated.  

 Principle F: Local Plan communication and activities will fit the purpose of the proposed 

document and the stage of its preparation.  

Section 1.7 and 1.8 provides guidance on how Dartford Borough Council supports the process of ‘front 

loading’ public involvement in the preparation of major planning applications at the pre-application stage.  

This includes the suggested methods for consulting on Major Applications (i.e. housing sites of 0.5 hectare, 

or 10 dwellings or more such as those proposed on land Stone Lodge).  For developments of this size, these 

include a combination of techniques such as the following:  

 liaison with the local planning authority,  
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 public meetings,  

 setting up information websites,  

 circulating flyers or newspaper adverts setting out details of any proposals and; 

 providing surveys/questionnaires. 
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3. Key Stakeholder Consultation  

This chapter provides a brief overview of consultation undertaken with key stakeholders throughout the 

preparation of the planning application.   

3.1 Technical Stakeholders  

Technical stakeholders were consulted to agree the scope of assessments that have informed the planning 

application preparation. The comments received were used to inform the design of the proposals and the 

illustrative masterplan. Details of the stakeholders consulted are listed below:   

 Dartford Borough Council, Development Control 

 Dartford Borough Council, Environmental Health 

 Dartford Borough Council, Housing 

 Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) 

 Environment Agency 

 KCC Archaeology 

 KCC Ecology 

 KCC Education 

 KCC Flood Officer 

 KCC Highways 

 KCC Public Rights of Way 

 Highways England 

 Natural England 

 University of Reading (Geo-Archaeology) 

 

3.2 EIA Screening Opinion 

An EIA screening was requested on 18th July 2017. A response confirming that an EIA is not required for the 

proposed development was received from the Borough Council on 9th October 2017.  

3.3 Community Engagement  

Dartford Borough Council consulted with its own Ward Members and Stone Parish Council prior to submitting 
the application.   Engagement with Elected Members and the Parish Council will continue throughout the 
application determination period.  

Dartford Borough Council also has consulted with Dartford Rugby Club, Dartford Bowls Club and informed 
the tenants of the two cottages adjacent to London Road of the proposed development.  

A public exhibition was held at Dartford Judo Club on 31st January 2018, further details of which are 
described below. 
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4. Community Engagement 

This chapter provides a brief overview of public consultation undertaken throughout the preparation of the 

planning application.  It also summarises comments received, and provides a response to these comments.  

4.1 Approach to community engagement  

Dartford Borough Council has sought to ensure that all parties who are potentially affected by the 
development have been actively involved in the development process, by utilising a combination of 
techniques to undertake a programme of engagement and consultation.  

The Council has adopted an open and transparent approach to engagement through employing the following 
steps: 

 Undertaking a public exhibition event;  

 Advertising the event through a variety of methods; 

 Creating a ‘Survey Monkey’ online questionnaire to collate responses; and  

 Considering responses, reporting comments received and amending the planning application to 
take account of local views.   

4.2 Public Consultation Event 

A public exhibition was held on 31 January 2018 to give residents an opportunity to find out more about the 

scheme and feedback comments to inform the proposals prior to an application being submitted.  A copy of 
the exhibition boards is provided in Appendix A.  

The exhibition was advertised through the following means: 

 A leaflet outlining the proposals was delivered to 2750 local homes and businesses on in the 

week prior to the exhibition (see Appendix B); 

 An e-mail was sent to key stakeholders, including (but not limited to) relevant Borough, Town 

and Parish Councillors:  

 The masterplan and consultation details received local press coverage, one through Dartford 

Living Online https://www.dartfordliving.com/plans-new-developments-stone-lodge-dartford/  on 

23 January 2018; and  

 Through Kent Online on 30 January http://www.kentonline.co.uk/dartford/news/have-your-say-

on-plans-159313/  

 A project website went live from 31 January 2018 http://www.stonelodgeconsultation.info/ (see 

Appendix C);  

 The website included a ‘Survey Monkey’ online questionnaire enabling people to leave 

feedback on the proposals. In addition, paper response forms were made available at the event 

and on request; and  

 A consultation hotline and email address was open between 31 January to 21 February 2018 

enabling people to call for further details as well as provide comments.  

https://www.dartfordliving.com/plans-new-developments-stone-lodge-dartford/
http://www.kentonline.co.uk/dartford/news/have-your-say-on-plans-159313/
http://www.kentonline.co.uk/dartford/news/have-your-say-on-plans-159313/
http://www.stonelodgeconsultation.info/
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Figure 4.1: Area shown in blue represents where leaflets were distributed to residential and commercial 
units.  

 

4.3 Feedback 

Feedback forms were provided on the day to collect comments (a copy is provided in Appendix D). A 

Survey Monkey questionnaire was also set up to enable feedback to be provided electronically 
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/55BQPRW. Further forms were made available on request. 

The Survey Monkey invited feedback on the following themes: 

 Consideration of the three most important issues; 

 Identification of the most important potential benefit to the consultee; 

 Satisfaction with the illustrative concept masterplan; 

 Any key issues that have not been addressed; 

 Further comments and thoughts; and 

 How informative was the exhibition material.  

A summary report of the exhibition and feedback received is provided in Appendix E.  

The event was attended by approximately 140 people.  In total 83 feedback forms were received.  Analysis 

of the feedback received reveals that the top three most important issues were identified as follows: 

 Ensuring that local infrastructure can accommodate development (e.g. schools, healthcare and 

roads); 

 Minimising car use and encouraging walking, cycling and public transport; and 

 Protecting ecology and wildlife. 

A summary of comments received is provided in Table 4.1 below, along with a response to these comments.  

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/55BQPRW
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Table 4.1 Summary of Consultation Responses 

 

Subject Main theme Response  

Traffic and Transport Concerns surrounding traffic and safety on 

the local roads. The area is gridlocked from 

already chaotic road structure and poor air 

pollution from high amounts of vehicular 

traffic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concerns over how the proposed 

development will increase vehicular activity 

within the area. 

 

 

 

 

Concerns were raised regarding M25 

access along Cotton Lane and that 

improvements are needed due to the poor 

access that is provided at present. 

Mitigation measures such as banning 
Cotton Lane as an entry onto the Dartford 

crossing was suggested, most specifically 

for lorry use.  

The transport assessment (TA) will set out 

the change in traffic flows anticipated 

during the AM peak hour (08:00-09:00), the 

school afternoon peak (15:00-16:00) and 

the PM peak hour (17:00-18:00). The TA 

will also present the impact of this traffic on 

the existing highway network and where 

necessary mitigation will be designed to 

the satisfaction of the highway authority. 

The TA will include an assessment of the 

historic accident record and will present 

any safety mitigation considered 

necessary. The forecast future traffic flows 

presented within the TA will also be 

supplied to air quality specialists for their 

analysis, the outcome of which will be 

presented in the planning application.  

The transport assessment (TA) will set out 

the change in traffic flows anticipated 

during the AM peak hour (08:00-09:00), the 

school afternoon peak (15:00-16:00) and 

the PM peak hour (17:00-18:00). The TA 

will also present the impact of this traffic on 

the existing highway network and where 

necessary mitigation will be designed to 

the satisfaction of the highway authority.  

 

With the exception of quantifying the 

effects of the proposed development on 
the M25, A282 and the Littlebrook 

interchange, it is not the purpose of the 

planning application to investigate/solve 

existing problems at the junctions; that is 

the responsibility of Highways England. 

The transport assessment will present the 

impact of this traffic on the existing 

highway network and where necessary 

mitigation will be designed to the 

satisfaction of the highway authority.    

 Concerns surrounding the build-up of traffic 

around the Site due to its proximity to the 

Dartford Crossing. If incidents occur on the 

M25 this has a knock-on effect to the 

Dartford Crossing and the surrounding 

area. 

 

 

 

Comments were received stating that the 

proposed plans will need to ensure that 

vehicular access to the new Secondary 

school will be adequate to ensure traffic 

doesn’t spill into Cotton Lane. 

The transport assessment will be based on 

traffic survey data taken on days when no 

incidents were recorded at the 

crossing/M25/A282. It is the responsibility 

of Highways England to manage, mitigate 

and resolve capacity matters on this part of 

the highway network. Therefore, the 

assessment of effects of the proposed 
development on the Dartford 

Crossing/M25/A282 will be submitted to 

Highways England for their approval.                      

The Transport Assessment will set out the 

access design, plus parking and drop off 

provision and other elements of the school 

access strategy. This provision will be 

backed up with supporting data, the design 

rationale and agreements with the 
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Road markings need to be implemented 

outside the school and the surrounding 

area to ensure that vehicles don’t obstruct 

the school entrance and nearby roads 

Locals would like to see a demonstration of 

access in and out of the school, taking into 
consideration the traffic chaos in the area 

when problems occur at the Dartford 

Crossing.  

 

 

 

 

 

Suggestions that the proposed School 

should be nearer to Stone Railway Station, 
therefore giving better access to transport 

for Children and teachers, thus alleviating 

traffic congestion. 

Concerns regarding the lack of public 

transport in the area and the lack of 

subsidies for child travel to the proposed 
school. Improvements needed to bus and 

rail links.  

 

 

Comments received expressing the need 

for new traffic lights and pedestrian 

crossings along both Cotton Lane and 

London Road from the increase in traffic 

 

Concerns that the speed limit along Cotton 

Lane should be reduced to 30mph and 

include pedestrian crossings to encourage 

pedestrian safety. 

 

 

 

Cycle paths need to be implemented on 

London Road and Cotton Lane with good 

street lighting. 

highways authority.  

The proposed access will be designed in 

accordance with the relevant guidance and 

standards, all necessary road markings 

and signs will be implemented accordingly. 

The transport assessment will be based on 

traffic survey data taken on days when no 

incidents were recorded at the 

crossing/M25/A282. Therefore all 

modelling of the school access will not take 

into account traffic diverting from the 

crossing/M25/A282. However, all model 

results will be presented to the highways 

authority for their consideration and they 

will use their knowledge of the highway 

network to determine if the models (and 

any resultant mitigation proposed) are 

appropriate. 

There is no suitable, available land closer 

to Stone Railway Station.  

 

 

The Transport Assessment will present the 

anticipated change to bus patronage as a 

result of the proposed development. It will 

then draw conclusions, based on 

professional judgement, where the existing 

public transport provision will need to be 

expanded. The funding mechanisms will be 

determined by the relevant authorities. 

The Transport Assessment will present the 

anticipated change to vehicle and 

pedestrian activity on the surrounding 

roads as a result of the proposed 

development. It will then draw conclusions, 

based on professional judgement, where 

mitigation is needed and the design of that 

mitigation. 

Details of any improvement scheme for 

pedestrians including crossings over 

Cotton Lane will be presented in the 

Transport Assessment, as will any 

changes to the speed limits on Cotton 

Lane. However, it has been suggested that 

the existing speed limit on Cotton Lane 

from a point just north of the residential 

area on Bow Arrow Lane may be reduced 

to 30mph.        

The details of any proposed improvement 

schemes will be presented in the Transport 

Assessment. However, it has been 

suggested that a shared pedestrian and 

cycle route along Cotton Lane and London 

Road, in the vicinity of the site may be 

provided.     
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Open Space and landscape  Concerns over the loss of green space 

within DBC, most specifically the east. If 

Stone Lodge is developed, this will 

contribute to further loss of green space. 

 

Comments were received expressing that 

locals would like to see green area’s and 

trees currently on the development 

untouched.  

More open space is needed for walking 

and recreation. 

 

 

Concerns were raised about the lack of 

acknowledgement to green grid 

connectivity within the proposed plans, 

specifically east/west as aspired in DBC’S 
own core strategy.  

 
 
 
 
 
Concerns that the remaining open space at  
Stone Lodge will be used for further 
development and won’t remain as open 
space.  

The majority of the site will be retained as 

open space. That lost will be compensated 

for by the provision of recreational facilities, 

enhanced quality of open space, improved 

networks/ linkages for pedestrians and 

enhanced habitats for biodiversity. 

The intention is to retain the existing 

wooded areas and also a high percentage 

of open space on the site as indicated on 

the Masterplan. 

A network of pedestrian and cycling routes 

has been incorporated into the masterplan, 

including improved connectivity to the 

station and an enhanced Public Right of 

Way. 

Dartford Borough Council’s policy 

framework expresses the need for new 
development to contribute towards the 

green grid. The masterplan has proposed 

new green corridors along the western and 

southern boundaries of the proposal and a 

dedicated Ecological Mitigation strategy 

will be submitted alongside the application 

to demonstrate where biodiversity and 

enhancements will be made. 

There is a commitment to retain the 

majority of the site as open space in 

Dartford Borough Council’s policy 

framework. This was further endorsed by 

the Borough Council’s Cabinet. This 

aspiration is reflected in the development 

proposals and is demonstrated on the 

proposed masterplan. In addition, the 

 Concerns regarding access to the Rugby 

Club on match days. It was suggested that 

the Rugby Club should have its own 

access road. 

The need for provision of off road parking 

to prevent on road parking on Cotton Lane, 

London Road and surrounding streets. 

 

 

 

Concerns regarding the monitoring of 

proposed car parking for residents on 

London Road to ensure it is used solely for 

its intended use. 

Extra car parks are requested for residents 

and country park visitors along London 

Road between the school and the 

residential area.  

Concerns over parking at the Judo and 

Bowls Club, as parking currently takes 
place on the road during busy periods. 

 

Comments were received advising the 
implementation of roadside barriers on 

Cotton Lane and London Road to prevent 

on street parking. 

This consultation does not address the 

operations of the Rugby Club. The access 

for the Rugby Club is shared with the Judo 

and Bowls Clubs.  

The application will outline the proposed 

provision of on-site school car parking 

spaces to level agreed with the highways 

authority and the car parking allocations for 

the residential developments that meet the 

current Dartford Borough Council parking 

standards.  

The proposed on-street parking on London 

Road will be a public resource. Any 

restriction put in place will be determined 

by the managing authority.    

Any proposed improvement schemes will 

be presented within the transport 

assessment. However, it is hoped that 

some provision for safe and appropriate 

on-street parking can be accommodated.  

This consultation does not address the 

operations of the Judo and Bowls Club.  

 

Any proposed improvement schemes will 

be presented within the transport 

assessment. However, it is hoped that 

some provision for safe and appropriate 

on-street parking can be accommodated.  
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topography and surface water flooding in 

the north east of the site do not make this a 

preferred location for development. 

Design  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments received regarding design and 

how the new design should ensure that it 

doesn’t impose on the existing 

development of Stone House Hospital.  

 

 

 

 

 

Concerns regarding the height of the 

school and how this could be overbearing 

within the area. Stone House Hospital and 

the residents of these buildings may lack 

privacy and could be overlooked by the 

school.  

Concerns raised that the proposed housing 

development should not be too close to the 

Bowls and Judo clubs. Weekends and 

night times can generate noise and light 

pollution. 

Comments received suggesting that the 

access road for residential development on 
London Road is in a poor position, placed 

on the brow of a hill and on a bend. Then 

the additional issue of fast moving traffic 

from Horns Cross could equate to 

accidents at the access point.  

Concerns on light pollution from the 
floodlights within the Rugby club and the 

impact on local residents.  

Residents suggest a boundary around the 

School to ensure that pupils only use the 

main entrance.  

 

Locals would like bike trails to be included 

within the Site.  

Concerns of flooding on London Road and 

how this can be mitigated. 

 

 

The old memorial site should be 

incorporated into the proposed recreational 

area.  

 

A new fence is needed on the boundary of 

the bowls club car park and the school to 

prevent entry to the school from the bowls 
club car park.  

A Design and Access Statement will 

accompany the planning application and 

will set out the broad design principles, 

building heights and density requirements. 

A conservation statement within this 

document will focus on the setting of the 

Hospital building to demonstrate there are 

minimal impacts from the proposed 

development. As this is an outline 
application, the detailed designs will be 

picked up by later detailed planning 

applications. 

The school will be restricted to three 

storeys in height and the housing will take 

a reference form the surrounding area, for 
example 2 or 2.5 storeys. As mentioned 

above, as this is an outline application, the 

detailed designs will be picked up by later 

detailed planning applications. 

The masterplan proposes a buffer between 

the proposed residential development and 

the Judo, Bowls and Rugby Club. The 
recent planning permission for the Rugby 

Club restricts the use of floodlighting after 

9pm and the clubhouse use. 

Since the public consultation exercise, the 

proposed access has been moved further 

west. In addition, a road safety audit 
(Stage 1) will be undertaken prior to the 

application being submitted and this will 

identify any road safety concerns 

As above, planning permission has been 

granted for the Rugby Club and there is a 

restriction on floodlight use after 9pm. 

Boundary fencing and landscaping is 

expected around the school, however the 

detailed design will be picked up by the 

later detailed planning application rather 

than at this stage. 

Bike trails have been included in the 

proposed masterplan. 

A Flood Risk Assessment will accompany 

the planning application. This identifies 

areas at risk of surface water flooding and 
proposed mitigation measures. This, in 

conjunction with the new access design, 

will seek to mitigate the risk. 

This will be investigated further before 

submitting the final masterplan and design 

and Access Statement. 

 

At this stage the school is expected to be 

self-contained with an access from London 

Road only. Issues such as fencing will be 
picked up at a detailed design stage. 
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Housing Choice 

 

Comments were received suggesting that 

more affordable housing should be 

provided in response to local demands. 

 

 

Comments were received that state that 

they would like to see more 1 & 2 bed 

bungalows catered for the over 60’s. 

 

In compliance with the Local Plan, 30% 

affordable housing is proposed, providing a 

mix of house types and tenures. It is 

expected that the viability of this proposal 
will be tested in more detail at a detailed 

application stage. 

A mix of dwellings is proposed at the site, 

this will be the subject of further discussion 

with the Borough Councils’ Housing 

Strategy Officer and will be based upon 
local need and demand. 

 

Local Facilities  Concerns were raised about pressure on 

local facilities, such as doctor’s surgeries 

and the nearby Darent Valley Hospital.  

 

 

Comments provided requesting sports and 

community facilities such as a Gymnastics 

Club, additional sporting facilities such as a 

sports hall and a good mix of play areas 

and equipment.  

 

 

 

 

 

Comments received regarding the lack of 

convenience stores on Cotton Lane for the 

extra housing provided on the Stone Lodge 

Site.  

Comments received advising that the site 

should be turned back into a wildlife park 

with café and educational centre for 

Children. 

 

Comments received from locals who 

welcome a secondary school and are 

happy that the proposals cater for the 

whole community.  

 

Primary schools are needed as well as 

secondary schools. Current education 

facilities cannot accommodate the increase 

in population within the area.  

Contributions towards community facilities 

such as doctors will be provided if required 

via the Community Infrastructure Levy at 
the time of development, at a level to be 

agreed with the Borough Council’s 

Development Management team. 

Stone Lodge already provides a number of 

sporting facilities, including the Judo and 

Bowls Club and the forthcoming Rugby 
Club is expected to open in 2019. Within 

the proposed masterplan there is natural 

recreational space with walking and cycling 

opportunities. It is expected that further 

sports pitches and a play area will be 

included within the school development. 

Whilst the natural space will be publicly 

accessible, discussions between the 

various institutions and the Borough 

Council will be required to explore whether 
these facilities can be made available for 

community use at certain times. 

There is no convenience store proposed 

within the development as there is a 

relatively small number of dwellings 

proposed, with 120 units. 

There is an existing biodiversity resource 

on the Site and Stone Lodge lies within a 

Biodiversity Improvement Area. It is hoped 

that local families will enjoy the wildlife 

areas, use the open space and walking 

and cycling routes. 

It is positive that there are consultees who 

feel the proposals cater for their needs and 

that of the community. All of the feedback 

received during the consultation process 

helps inform the planning application 

submission. 

EFSA and KCC Education assess the 

need for school places across the Borough 

and wider area. Dartford Borough Council 

is working closely with both bodies during 

the preparation of this submission. 

Ecology  Comments received regarding the lack of 
trees within the area and how the Site 

could help increase the number of trees 

within the vicinity.  

 

 

The existing trees on the site are to be 
retained wherever possible. Improvements 

and enhancements are also proposed to 

encourage biodiversity and screening. For 

example, additional screening is proposed 

along the western and southern 

boundaries of the site. 
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Concerns were raised about impacts on 

local ecology and how the land should be 

left undeveloped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments raised about bat roosting on 

Site and what habitat mitigation will take 

place.  

 

 

Locals expressed disappointment at the 

loss of the meadow and blackthorn bushes 
on the proposed School Site. 

 

 

 

Locals would like to see the open space 

incorporate a wild meadow that will 
encourage a habitat for insects.  

 

 

Concerns on whether the giant hogweed 

on site will be dealt with correctly.  

The Site has a range of species and 

habitats and lies within a Biodiversity 

Improvement Area. A number of ecological 

surveys have been undertaken in advance 
of making a planning submission to ensure 

there is a full understanding of the 

resource and how future development may 

impact upon existing biodiversity and how 

enhancements can be made going 

forward. An Ecological Mitigation Strategy 

has been produced and will accompany 

the planning application as well as an 

Open Space Management Plan, which sets 
out proposals for ensuring there is a 

biodiversity gain on the site. 

A number of Bat surveys have been 

undertaken. Stone Lodge is an area used 

by foraging bats and as a result it will be 

important to retain dark corridors along the 

western and southern boundaries of the 
site. This will help bats to commute into the 

area of open space and continue to feed 

and thrive in the area. 

The meadow areas will still be accessible 

in the centre and northern parts of the site. 

At a detailed design stage the planning 
application for the school will need to 

submit a landscaping plan. Good practice 

would recommend that this includes a 

range of native and local species, such as 

blackthorn. 

A number of invertebrates were identified 

during the ecological surveys and this 
measure is incorporated in the Ecological 

Mitigation Strategy, alongside ‘bare ground 

scrapes’ to encourage invertebrate 

populations. 

Hogweed has been identified on the site. 

Prior to any future development a specialist 
contractor would be employed to ensure 

it’s safe and effective removal. This 

process is currently underway at the Rugby 

Club and would also be employed in 

advance of the construction of the school 

and residential development. 

Flood Risk & Drainage  Concerns were raised about increased 

flooding on London Road.  

A Flood Risk Assessment will accompany 

the planning application. This identifies 
areas at risk of surface water flooding and 

proposed mitigation measures. This, in 

conjunction with the new access design, 

will seek to mitigate the risk. 

Air Quality  Comments received highlighting concerns 

about increased air pollution from 

increased car usage due to the new school 

and new residential areas. 

Health concerns regarding air quality and 
the increase of respiratory ill health such 
as asthma and the impact this can have on 
the young and elderly. 
 
Concerns of high pollution levels on 
student health.  

The presence of the nearby Air Quality 

Management Zones is acknowledged and 

the planning application will need to 

demonstrate appropriate air quality 
mitigation measures to ensure there is no 

increase in risk and promote sustainable 

transport choices. This will be addressed 

within a dedicated Air Quality Assessment 

and a separate Technical Note which deals 

with the school and its pupils. In addition 

the Transport Assessment will set out clear 

Travel Plan proposals. 
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Safety  Concerns that the proposed school will 
result in pupils passing the nearby 
psychiatric hospital. Safety measures 
should be put in place to ensure that pupils 
are safe walking to and from school and 
when they are within the school site.  
 

 

 

Concerns for pupil safety if the Dartford 

Crossing is blocked. Parent or Guardians 

will be unable to collect children from 

school, leaving pupils stranded and 

potentially vulnerable.  

 

The masterplan has been drawn up with 

‘Secured by Design’ principles in mind. In 

addition, as a part of the planning 

application process, Kent Police will act as 
a consultee and will provide comments and 

recommendations on any safety measures 

to be picked up at the detailed design 

stage. 

 

The Transport Assessment will include a 

Travel Plan for the school. In addition, it is 

expected that the school will establish and 

enforce its own Health and Safety policies 

for pupils when it is operational. 

 

 

Noise  Concerns of increased noise and high 
volumes of children within the Cotton Lane 
area and the impact this will have on local 
residents.  
 
Concerns received requesting mitigation 

for noise and lighting to ensure there is no 

impact from the site on local residents.  

 

A Noise Assessment has been undertaken 

which assesses the potential impact of 
development on neighbouring residents, 

but also looks at the potential impacts of 

existing noise levels upon prospective 

residents and pupils within the Stone 

Lodge site. A Technical Note relating to 

noise and the school also will accompany 

the application. 

In addition, a lighting strategy will be 

included within the Ecological Mitigation 

Strategy. This will not only be relevant to 

residents but also the bats foraging and 

commuting across the site. 

Principle of Development  Local residents would like to be kept up to 
date with any amendments to the plan to 
ensure progress is monitored.  
 
 
 
Concerns over increased tax bills within 
DBC to meet the cost of the development.  
 
 
 
 
Concerns that local residents will need to 
cover costs of underground electrical 
cabling when the existing electrical pylons 
are removed.   
 
Comments were received expressing 
praise for the proposed plans and that the 
proposed is exactly what Dartford needs.  
 
Comments were received in opposition to 
housing development on greenfield land 
and that the town does not need any more 
homes.  
 

Once the planning application is submitted, 
all of the documentation will be made 
publically available and will be open for 
comment as a part of the statutory 
consultation period. 
 
It is expected that the cost of the school 
will be met by EFSA and the cost of 
residential development met by private 
developers/ Housing associations rather 
than the Borough Council. 
 
As this relates to strategic infrastructure, it 
is not expected that this cost will be met by 
the Borough Council. 
 
 
 
A detailed breakdown of the balance of 
views can be found in Appendix D and 
these responses, both positive and 
negative, will be submitted alongside the 
planning application. 
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5.  Summary and Conclusions  

This report reflects the consultation that has been undertaken to date to help inform the proposals at Stone 

Lodge. The findings have assisted Dartford Borough Council in understanding and addressing the local 

community’s views in response to the proposals at Stone Lodge, as well as identifying the key issues and 

themes relating to the proposed development. 

In addition, the wider consultation process has confirmed and reinforced the initial technical understanding of 

the likely impacts of the development proposals. Liaison with a range of technical stakeholders has assisted 

in the completion of a number of assessments which will accompany the planning application and help 

inform a planning decision. The discussions and feedback received have been fundamental in informing the 

development proposals, the planning submission and the necessary mitigation measures required to 

minimise the impact of development. The combination of this information and the views of the community will 

help ensure a positive and beneficial proposal is put forward for consideration.



 

   
   

 



Have your say on the proposals
Dartford Borough Council is preparing an outline planning application 
for a new secondary school, public open space and around 120 new 
homes at Stone Lodge, Dartford. The Local Plan includes the site as 
a key development site and a suitable location for sports, recreational 
and residential development within the Ebbsfleet to Stone Priority 
Area. In addition, a Neighbourhood Plan for Stone Parish is underway. 

A draft masterplan or layout for the site has been prepared. Dartford 
Borough Council is inviting local people to review this in advance of 
the planning application being submitted.

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2016

Plans for a new secondary school, 
public open space and a new residential 
development at Stone Lodge, Dartford. 

The site

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

Our consultation event  
will be held on:

Wednesday 31st January 2018

Dartford Judo Club

2pm - 7.30pm



The proposed development
The draft masterplan demonstrates that this site can accommodate 
a range of community facilities and around 120 new homes providing 
a mix of house sizes, types and tenures to meet local housing needs. 
The main features of the development include;

• A large area of Public Open Space, which will include new paths, 
signage and seating. The existing Public Right of Way will be 
diverted and supplemented with new well connected pedestrian 
and cycle routes.

• Dark bat corridors will be provided along the south western edge 
of the development into the central site to facilitate bat movements 
to foraging areas. Habitat for reptiles will be safeguarded in the 
north of the site.

• New public car parks will be provided off London Road and Cotton 
Lane. The size and details of these will be provided at reserved 
matters stage.

• A 3.2ha site will be developed for an 8 form entry secondary 
school. All teacher and visitor parking will be on site, as will the 
school drop-off area. This will be close to the main access point on 
London Road. Improved pedestrian and bicycle access to the area 
also will be provided.

• Both the western development of 1.9ha of land and the eastern 
development of 1 ha of land will be accessed from London Road.

• Mainly 2 or 2.5 storey family homes are proposed, with some flats, 
smaller terraced properties and maisonettes, all at a scale and 
design that is sensitive to the location. Car parking will be on-plot 
to the local car parking standards.

• A significant proportion of affordable homes will be included for 
local people at a level to be agreed with the Council. The Council’s 
target is for upto 30% of all homes to be affordable.

• Financial contributions will be made to improve local highways,  
if required at the time of development.



Draft 
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Please provide your comments by  
Wednesday 21st February 2018

Your Views
We are keen to hear your views on our proposals for Stone Lodge, 
Dartford and we would be grateful for your feedback which you can 
return in the following ways:

• Attend our consultation event on Wednesday 31st January 2018. 
This will be held at Dartford Judo Club between 2pm and 7.30pm.

• Submit your comments online at www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

• Write to: Lucy Bartley, Amec Foster Wheeler, Gables House, 
Kenilworth Road, Leamington Spa, CV32 6JX

• Email comments to consultation@amecfw.com

• Telephone: 01926 439116

We would like your comments by Wednesday 21st February 2018.
 
What happens next? 
Once the project team has reviewed your comments and those of 
other key stakeholders, and once all of the technical supporting 
studies are complete, we will make any necessary workable 
amendments to the illustrative masterplan and proposals. This will 
ensure that all views have been taken into account and positive 
changes can be made to our proposals prior to the submission of 
the planning application. It is anticipated the planning application 
will be submitted in early March 2018.

Once the application has been submitted, it will be published on 
the Council’s website for all interested parties to view and there will 
be a formal opportunity to comment on the application directly to 
the Council. 39
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Welcome to our Consultation

Welcome to our Public 
Consultation which outlines 
proposals for a new 
development at Stone Lodge, 
Dartford.

Dartford Borough Council is preparing 

an outline planning application for a new 

secondary school, a public open space and 

around 120 new homes.

A draft masterplan or layout for the site has 

been prepared. Dartford Borough Council is 

inviting local people to review this in advance 

of the planning application being submitted in 

early March 2018.

This exhibition explains the background to 

the development proposals and the key 

factors that have been considered during the 

development of the draft masterplan.

This is an opportunity for you to provide 

feedback. This will be taken into account as 

we progress our proposals.

Stone Lodge, Dartford

About the Landowner 

The development site is owned by 

Dartford Borough Council, the local 

authority for the area. One of the 

Borough Council’s roles is to work 

with other public bodies to unlock and 

accelerate sites in public ownership 

for the creation of much-needed new 

homes and community facilities.

The Borough Council has 

appointed consultants Amec 

Foster Wheeler to design 

the masterplan, undertake 

environmental assessments, 

undertake stakeholder and 

community consultation, and 

prepare the planning application.

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

Character of the surrounding area



Location
This section provides an overview of the site and its surroundings 

in terms of its social, physical and planning context. 

• The site is located to the east of Dartford town centre. It is 

situated at the heart of the Thames Gateway regeneration 

area.

• The site is bordered by London Road to the south and by 

Cotton Lane to the west and north.

• Stone Lodge is approximately 30 hectares in size and is 

traversed by a Public Right of Way (PROW) from the south 

west corner to the north eastern edge of the site in Cotton 

Lane.

• Stone Crossing station is situated to the north east of the site 

and connects with the town centre (Dartford Train Station).

• A green grid connects the site to the green belt to the south 

and the River Thames to the north. The green grid links the 

town centre with Stone Crossing Station and with Bluewater 

shopping centre.

• The existing landscape character of the site is both a 

constraint and a considerable opportunity.

Description
The site has been in Dartford Borough Council’s ownership for 

several decades.

We have identified that the site consists of a seven character 

areas each with unique attributes as follows:

• Western Plateau - a flat raised area with views to the north, 

east and south.

• Upper Valley - an enclosed area with a wide flat valley 

bottom and relatively steep side slopes east and west.

• Southern Hilltop - a small flat area with filtered views 

northwards and eastwards.

• Pinchpoint - a small central area at a point where larger 

surrounding areas converge. There are tracks enclosed with 

trees and woodland with glimpse views to the QE II bridge at 

the northern most point.

• Biodiversity Area - an enclosed and restricted access area 

to the east, well wooded and with slight slopes.

• Central Slopes - meandering routes to a steep wide sloping 

area. Some limited views to the north and the east.

• Lower Valley - a gentler slope forming a meadow area 

flattening out to the north eastern corner.

The Site

Stone Lodge, Dartford

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

Based upon Ordnance Survey Map with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. © Crown Copyright. 100001776.

The site

Based upon Ordnance 

Survey Map with the 

permission of the Controller 

of Her Majesty’s Stationery 

Office. © Crown Copyright. 

100001776.



Development Context

Status of the planning 
application 

The planning application will be an outline 

application with all matters reserved except 

for the principle of development and access 

arrangements. The neighbouring Rugby Club 

will be the first phase of the development 

to come forward in early 2018 (application 

17/ 02105/FUL). The remainder of the 

development will be the subject of further 

detailed applications potentially in late 2018/ 

early 2019.

The Borough Council has produced a 

masterplan or layout for the site. In so 

doing the Council is illustrating to the Local 

Planning Authority, key stakeholders, and 

the local community that the site can deliver 

around 120 dwellings, a secondary school 

and the open space proposed within the 

design layout suggested, and within the site’s 

existing landscape setting. The masterplan is 

just one illustration of how the site could be 

developed.

Technical studies

Amec Foster Wheeler has undertaken a 

number of technical and environmental 

assessments to consider the site’s suitability 

for development. These assessments are 

required to be submitted as part of the 

planning application and include:

• Air Quality 

• Archaeology and Geo-archaeology 

• Drainage

• Ecology and Wildlife

• Geotechnical

• Land Quality

• Noise

• Traffic and Transport

• Trees and Landscape

• Viability

A number of opportunities and constraints 

to the future development of the site have 

been identified following the environmental 

assessment work. Further testing has 

indicated that none would prevent 

development taking place at this location. 

It is considered that each constraint can 

be overcome or addressed through a 

combination of commonly recognised and 

appropriately tailored mitigation measures. In 

many cases, solutions can be implemented 

through appropriate site design.

Stone Lodge, Dartford

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

Policy
The site has been identified as 

land suitable for community and 

residential development in the 

Dartford Borough Local Plan. The 

draft Masterplan responds to the 

policy directions set by Dartford 

Borough Council and accords 

with National Planning Policy 

Framework.



Draft Masterplan

This section describes and illustrates the development option proposed for the site, including 

details of the land uses and amount of development, scale and access. The potential layout of 

the proposed development is shown below on the illustrative masterplan.

Stone Lodge, Dartford

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

Based upon Ordnance 

Survey Map with 

the permission of 

the Controller of Her 

Majesty’s Stationery 

Office. © Crown 

Copyright. 100001776.



Development Proposals

Open Space Area
The Public Open Space will include new paths, signage and seating. The existing 

Public Right of Way will be diverted slightly and supplemented with new well 

connected routes.

• Height  
There are no buildings proposed in the open space.

• Ownership 

The open space will be owned by Dartford Borough Council.

• Materials 

New paths will be bonded gravel. New seating and new signage will be 

detailed at reserved matters stage.

• Mitigation 

Dark bat corridors will be provided along the south western edge of the site 

into the central site to facilitate bat movements to foraging areas. Habitat for 

reptiles will be safeguarded in the north of the site.

• Car Parking 

New car parks will be provided off London Road and Cotton Lane. The size 

and details of these will be provided at reserved matters stage.  

Stone Lodge, Dartford

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

School Area
The 3.2ha site will be developed for an 8 form entry secondary school.

• Height 
Building heights will be fixed at reserved matters stage, but the tallest element, the 

school hall, is not expected to be higher than a three storey residential dwelling, so 

around 10m.

• Ownership 

The school may be owned and maintained by Kent County Council or passed to  

a trust.

• Materials 

To be in keeping with the surrounding area and submitted at reserved matters stage.

• Car Parking / School drop-off 
All teacher and visitor parking will be on site, as will the school drop-off area. This will 

be close to the main entrance access point on London Road. Improved pedestrian 

and bicycle access to the area will also be provided.
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Development Proposals

Stone Lodge, Dartford

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

Residential Areas
There are two residential areas proposed within the development. These are 

highlighted opposite. Site 1 is 1.9ha of land to the east of Cotton Lane. Site 2 is 

1ha of land off London Road. 

A total of 119 dwellings are proposed. These consist of 18 no. 1 bed; 21 no. 2 

bed; 51 no. 3 bed and 29 no.4 bed homes. The blocks will have access roads 

around the edge of them. These will be detailed by the developer at reserved 

matters stage. All the blocks are generally anticipated to have outward facing 

dwellings for maximum surveillance of the surrounding area.

• Height 
The maximum residential building height will be set at 2.5 storeys (8.5m).

• Ownership 

The residential land will be sold to developers by Dartford Borough Council.

• Materials 

Will be detailed at reserved matters stage but will follow the high quality 

Stone House Hospital development to the west as a minimum.

• Car Parking 

Will be on-plot to the local car parking standards.

Rugby Club
A neighbouring planning application (17/02105/FUL) has been 

submitted for a new rugby clubhouse building with 2 associated 

pitches, car parking and external landscaping. The proposal 

includes a full size 3 G pitch to the west of the site that will 

enable an all year- round playable surface.

This planning application is under consideration by Dartford 

Borough Council and a decision is expected by mid-April 2018. 

Further details and updates can be found at www.dartford.gov.uk
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Planning Application Process 
and Timing

It is anticipated that the outline planning 

application will be submitted to Dartford 

Borough Council in early March 2018. The 

Council will then undertake formal statutory 

consultation on the plans and  

you will have the opportunity to comment 

directly to the Council at this stage. It is 

expected that a planning decision will be 

made in Summer 2018.

If planning consent is granted, the Council 

will select other developers to undertake 

construction works. Before development 

starts on the rest of the site, the developers 

will need to submit further applications 

showing the housing mix, layout and building 

design, landscaping and other matters. 

These detailed applications are likely to be 

submitted in late 2018 / early 2019 at which 

point the public will be able to comment on 

the proposals during a further period of more 

intensive, detailed consultation.

How to Respond 

We are keen to hear your views on our 

proposals for Stone Lodge, Dartford and we 

would be grateful for your feedback which 

you can return in the following ways:

•  Submit your comments online at  

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

• Write to:  

Lucy Bartley, Amec Foster Wheeler,  
Gables House, Kenilworth Road, 
Leamington Spa, CV32 6JX

• Email comments to  

consultation@amecfw.com

• Telephone: 01926 439116  

All comments are required to 
be submitted by Wednesday 
21st February 2018.

Your Views & Next Steps

Submission detailed (Reserved Matters) application(s) for 
remainder of development 

Late 2018 / early 2019

Outline planning decision 

Expected Summer 2018

Further statutory opportunity to submit comments on 
planning application

Outline planning application submitted 

Early March 2018

Consideration of comments

Public consultation 

31st January 2018

Thank you for taking the time to visit our exhibition.

Stone Lodge, Dartford

www.stonelodgeconsultation.info

Key Dates and Programme

Further public consultation on remainder of development

Consideration of comments

Closing date for comments 
21st February 2018
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Q1 What are your first impressions of the development proposals?
Answered: 81 Skipped: 9
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14.46% 12
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Q2 In planning for new homes and community facilities at Stone Lodge
Dartford, there are a number of important considerations...  (PLEASE

CHOOSE THE THREE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES TO YOU):
Answered: 83 Skipped: 7

Total Respondents: 83

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 A Sports Hall with adequate parking 2/21/2018 3:52 PM

2 Need sporting facilities 2/21/2018 6:57 AM

3 Off Road Car Parking 2/20/2018 12:39 PM

Protecting ecology and wildlife
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Protecting ecology and wildlife

Ensuring new development is well connected to the surrounding area

Minimising car use and encouraging walking, cycling and public transport

Ensuring that local infrastructure can accommodate development (e.g. schools, healthcare and roads)

Providing adequate public open space / play areas / multi-use games area

Planning for flood risk and climate change

Ensuring new homes and community facilities are well designed

Providing a choice of homes in terms of size and tenure including affordable homes

Other (please specify)
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Proposed redevelopment of Stone Lodge, Dartford
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4 The area cannot cope with the traffic now, more is going to be a massive issue 2/19/2018 4:11 PM

5 If you are forcing house building, why no council houses? Locals don't consider this site
redundant.

2/12/2018 12:24 AM

6 Hospital facilities better traffic access to Stone. 2/7/2018 3:24 PM

7 Air pollution - this area cannot cope with traffic now this is an outrage. 2/7/2018 3:20 PM

8 Air pollution 2/7/2018 3:13 PM

9 Air quality traffic congestion. 2/7/2018 2:48 PM

10 Parking infrastructure and hospitals,GP's 2/7/2018 2:43 PM

11 Traffic in area already bad with Brent School Datrford Tunnel etc. 2/7/2018 2:31 PM

12 The site should not be developed at all - there is a lack of open space in the east of Dartford
and however this project is dressed up it is a loss of open space.

2/7/2018 12:11 PM

13 There are more than 3 and restricting to 3 ensures that others are not considered. This is
unaccepable and manipulative.

2/6/2018 4:17 PM

14 that the design does not impose on the existing development of stone house hospital 2/6/2018 4:02 PM

15 Traffic and safety on the local roads. Gridlocked from already chaoctic road structure and heavy
pollution.

2/6/2018 3:36 PM

16 The need for roads to cover when M25 stops. 2/6/2018 3:14 PM

17 Very concerned about the Dartford River crossing causing traffic chaos in thie area it will ger
worse.

2/6/2018 3:13 PM

18 Minimising noise and lighting impact to local residents. 2/6/2018 3:10 PM

19 Prevention of on road parking on Cotton Lane,London Rd and sourrounding streets. 2/6/2018 3:04 PM

20 Ensuring affordable homes are really affordable for local people. TRaffic along Cotton Lane &
London Rd there needs to be new traffic lights/pedestrian crossings due to traffic increase.

2/5/2018 3:17 PM

21 Access to school inadequate 2/5/2018 3:12 PM

22 Providing sufficent road infrastructure 2/5/2018 3:06 PM

23 Increased GP surgeries are needed + the local AE dept had 104,000 patients through their
doors in 2017. With more housing planned for the development how will local health services
accommodate this?

2/2/2018 4:43 PM

24 Trees this whole area has lost out on so many trees polluting the environment as the traffic
increases.

2/2/2018 4:35 PM

25 Sports & community facilities for the influx of new residents & school children eg gymnastics
club

2/2/2018 4:30 PM

26 Providing varied sports and leisure facilities in particular gymnastics club 2/2/2018 4:13 PM

27 Social housing for Dartford people 2/2/2018 3:36 PM

28 Some of the homes should be council homes for local people 2/2/2018 3:12 PM

29 Ensuring school mums dont spill into Cotton lane its bad enough when we have problems on
M25/AZ

2/2/2018 2:36 PM

30 The roads simply cannot cope with more homes being built, a new school along this road will
cripple the areas already suffering roads

1/31/2018 10:49 AM
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Q3 Land at Stone Lodge, Dartford could deliver a number of local
benefits...  (PLEASE CHOOSE THE THREE MOST

IMPORTANT POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO YOU):
Answered: 79 Skipped: 11

Total Respondents: 79

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Providing a mix of new homes

Providing affordable homes to meet local need

Providing community and sporting facilities on site

Supporting improvements to education, public transport, walking and cycling facilities

Providing public open space / sports facilities/ play areas / multi-use games area

Improved community access to existing open space

Creation of new publicly accessible walking routes

Creation of new wildlife habitats

Redevelopment of a redundant and derelict site

Other (please specify)
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1 There are no benefits 2/19/2018 4:11 PM

2 Leave this natural green field habitat undeveloped and build on brownfield sites. 2/12/2018 12:24 AM

3 None 2/7/2018 3:24 PM

4 Allowing natural land to stay as natural land. Wildlife is in its natural habitat. 2/7/2018 3:20 PM

5 There is natural land already it doesnt need developing 2/7/2018 3:13 PM

6 Allowing natural habitat to contune without unecessary interferance 2/7/2018 3:05 PM

7 The site should be left undeveloped with a little tidying up. 2/7/2018 12:11 PM

8 Flooding along London Rd 2/6/2018 3:25 PM

9 Gymnastics club 2/2/2018 4:30 PM

10 Gymnastics facility 2/2/2018 4:13 PM

11 A good mix of play areas & equipment 2/2/2018 3:12 PM

12 clear of development to allow scenery for the locals 1/31/2018 4:32 PM

13 I do not want this proposed development to go ahead, the transport infrastructure simple cannot
accomodate even more new homes being rammed into the area and a new schoool

1/31/2018 10:49 AM
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Q4 Having seen the Illustrative Masterplan, do you think our proposals
for the site could be improved?

Answered: 77 Skipped: 13

12.99%
10

22.08%
17

64.94%
50 77 -0.52

# PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR COMMENTS BELOW: DATE

1 You need to create more car routes to and from the development to reduce the number of cars
that will need to use Cotton Lane. It has already proved difficult on many occasions to access
my home on Bow Arrow Lsne when there has been a problem in the Dartford tunnel. By
incraseing traffic on Cotton Lane with this proposed development you are in effect increasing
the problem of access to homes already in the area

3/3/2018 4:41 PM

2 Build 1& 2 bed bungalows for the over 60's. Also 120 new homes are far too many. Dartford
already gets gridlocked and you are completely ignoring this fact. Plus every piece of green land
is gradually disappearing!

2/24/2018 2:57 PM

3 I generally support the plan, however there seems to be insufficient space proposed for a 1200
capacity school and playing fields. It is also not clear that multiple vehicular accesses to the
different uses proposed (school, rugby club, two areas of housing) will not create significant
traffic congestion on Cotton Lane and London Road.

2/20/2018 10:44 PM

4 Need more sports clubs 2/20/2018 9:28 PM

5 Off road car parking. Currently when there is an event at the Judo Hall, the cars park along
Cotton Lane and in the surrounding roads causing disruption for local residents. More off-road
parking by creating parking spaces along Cotton Lane rather than utilising just the new car park
for the rugby club. Please learn from mistakes in the past from the redevelopment of houses on
Bow Arrow Lane which have caused a two lane road to effectively now be a one lane road due
to residents wanting to park outside their homes rather than walk round the corner to their
allocated parking.

2/20/2018 12:39 PM

6 Yes, don't build it 2/19/2018 4:11 PM

7 Fewer homes 2/18/2018 6:43 PM

8 Leave the site alone. 2/14/2018 3:47 PM

9 Yes by having an access road to rugby club and through existing road. 2/14/2018 3:22 PM

10 Cotton lane needs to be wider. Especially near the proposed rugby. There needs to be
pathways and cycle paths implemented on the roads. Good street lighting as it is very dark and
gloomy in Stone. The rugby pitch should be a multisport pitch .i.e. football, hockey.

2/14/2018 2:38 PM

NO, I LIKE THEM NO OPINION YES TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE
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11 Don't build on this last wild green field site on Stone that gives this area its character, and acts
as a wildlife oasis and lungs for the area between crossways to the north, massive development
at temple hill to the west and again all the new housing a development and landfill to the east,
the south already is streets and houses. You are over developing the Cotton lane site to the
extent that Stone will be swallowed by Dartford. If the houses built at this site are private/
affordable classed you have still transferred the local land asset from local public land into
private hands, where are the council houses for locals?. I don't think the local council waiting list
is less than years. Affordable houses are a falsehood unless you can prove they are affordable
by people in ordinary jobs on an average wage. Surely concreting over this land which provides
natural drainage is going to worsen the road flooding on London Rd, as this has never been
solved building on your proposed site will only make this worse, not to mention what will happen
when the extra school run traffic has to use this road when it floods. Even to me as a non expert
the plan looks like a cynical excuse to land grab and build on flat easy to develop areas of the
site while leaving some open access areas after. Telling locals you are providing open space is
an untruth. Under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 local people have had the right
to roam over this site without your development. Surely given the proximity of the proposed
school to the M25 and London Rd junction, the surrounding pollution levels, this must have
negative effect on students health. There are studies linking lowered IQ / and academic
attainment to pollution. Public Health England has estimated Dartford has one of the highest
percentage of deaths that can be attributed to long-term exposure to particulate air pollution in
Kent. Reconsider your school location. I don't see in your plans how the extra noise, twice daily
pick up and drop off of children, extra pollution cars parking and rat running twice a day through
side roads will be accommodated. Again you are over developing the area and placing too
much burden on the local residents of Stone.

2/12/2018 12:24 AM

12 We need more open spaces not flats and houses. Less pollution. 2/7/2018 3:33 PM

13 No thought given to current traffic problems caused by proximity to Dartford crossing. No
thought given to need for more hospital provision

2/7/2018 3:24 PM

14 Do not go ahead with them the only way to improve is to leave alone. 2/7/2018 3:20 PM

15 Its the only natural land left in this area. The traffic is awful in the area already and your people
from Amec Foster Wheeler are saying traffic and air pollution are going to get worse.

2/7/2018 3:13 PM

16 Those who have been historically in charge of planning have failed at the task. The best plan for
the area would be to do nothing to further impact on the quality of our environment IE. scrap the
whole plan.

2/7/2018 3:05 PM

17 Leave things as they are and improve infrastructure. Cotton Rd traffic congestion & M25 access
width restrictions to prevent large lorries cutting through to M25 and 20mph speed restrictions
and sleeping policeman.

2/7/2018 2:52 PM

18 Serious attention must be given to the adverse effect this development would have on air
quality. The air quality is already above the healthy limit (of AECOM air quality consultation
carried out in the summer) This survey is available from Stone Parish Council. Two new
junctions in London Rd will contribute to more traffic congestion. There is no indication in this
plan that anything is going to be done to deal with this problem.

2/7/2018 2:48 PM

19 At the moment there is no parking infrastructure shown and for someone to have to make
informed decision that is needed. I live by the Brent primary school and have to park in st john's
rd and its a joke even before this has started.

2/7/2018 2:43 PM

20 By leaving this land alone we need open spaces to breathe, walk and recreation we do not need
more pollution.

2/7/2018 2:36 PM

21 Car parking is our main concern. Brent School causes more traffic as school is having an
extension to take more children.

2/7/2018 2:31 PM

22 There is not adequate parking now this development will effect the situation. Having two schools
in close proximity will cause havoc.

2/7/2018 2:27 PM

23 The site should not be developed at all - it is a loss of amenity open space. There are too many
houses already in the Borough and this project just adds to traffic and pollution. No more
houses.

2/7/2018 12:11 PM

24 The site needs to include a medical centre for proposed 120+ families and primary school as
local schools are already over subscribed with long waiting lists. Its just a shame to lose even
more green space for financial gain to the local councils.. The traffic will be awful.

2/6/2018 4:57 PM

25 You could produce honest information eg not compare residential density with two small areas
of council flats & not the missed housing areas around them giving a false impression of
housing that will be comparable with the impression of housing that will be comparable with the
majority of local housing. This is deliberately deceitful.

2/6/2018 4:17 PM
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26 The land is huge and I do not understand as to why the school is being built on 2 main access
roads of which are cotton land and london road and opposite an already large residential
development of which one is of a heritage manor and will be imposed by a school blocking
views. Both cotton land and London road are congested as it is with normal traffic in Dartford
with access to the M25 and A2 this is only going to make it worse. The school would have been
better being built further up with closer access to Stone railway station therefore giving better
access to transport for children and teachers thus allowing less traffic congestion.

2/6/2018 4:02 PM

27 I don't think the volume of traffic this will create is appropriate. There has been no mention of
increasing GP surgeries or primary school places to accommodate all the new families moving
into the area. As a local resident I am sick of sitting in traffic and this according to your scheme
is about to get a lot worse along with noise and road damage.

2/6/2018 3:36 PM

28 Consideration needs to be given on how the provision of parking to accommodate extra
residential and sports attending public. Amount of traffic jams that will be caused by school run.
Parent will park wherever to collect their children

2/6/2018 3:25 PM

29 The school is wrongly placed to near a busy junction. Prefer no more housing enough in the
Dartford area. Cotton Lane cant cope with more traffic. On a good day its just ok but on a bad
day the area is at a standstill.

2/6/2018 3:18 PM

30 Road infrastructure will not cope with the M25/A2 traffic issues. Noise concerns are a big issue
as is traffic parking and transport links the road will not cope and the buses are not providing a
reliable service. Concerns on lighting from the floodlight and the impact on local residents.
Potential for anti-social behavior. Impact on house pricing.

2/6/2018 3:10 PM

31 Boundary wall around school to force students to use main entrance and not have possible
access to recreation & sports areas. Barriers to roadside in Cotton Lane & London Rd to prevent
on street parking. Possible use of part time traffic lights to access exit from school grounds. All
school drop offs to be on school grounds with parent to prevent drop off on London Rd & Cotton
Lane.

2/6/2018 3:04 PM

32 Major concern about traffic need more doctors/hospitals. 2/6/2018 2:56 PM

33 Parking a big issue especially with regard to the school at drop off/pick up times which will be
the same time as those going to work.

2/5/2018 3:37 PM

34 We propose to add extra car parks along London Rd between school and residential area for
country park visitors and extra parking for local residents.

2/5/2018 3:33 PM

35 Providing the plans as they are considered then locals already here are kept upto date with all
adjustments and changes and a neighbourhood committee is set up to monitor progress.

2/5/2018 3:26 PM

36 Better traffic management more traffic lights/pedestrian crossings along Cotton Lane and local
amenities should be improved . A new doctors practice/health centre improvements to Dartford
Valley hospital and access to M25 is poor this should be improved.

2/5/2018 3:17 PM

37 Area already has insuffient doctors,dentists and health care. Inadequate parking for existing
residents. Inadequate access routes/roads to proposed new school.

2/5/2018 3:12 PM

38 Do not think access to school should be in London Road cars stopping to let pupils out would
cause delays to traffic on major road.

2/5/2018 3:08 PM

39 Re thinking the proposals of the housing and rugby club as this will have significant impact on
current residents in surrounding areas. Additionally the school should be relocated and
preferred not on/near main road.

2/5/2018 3:06 PM

40 Medical centre/bike trials 2/5/2018 3:01 PM

41 Road infrastructure there seems to be no provision to accommodate for the extra traffic given
there is a development at St Clements already underway. Pollution there is already a lot of
pollution due to the Dartford Tunnel and there seems to be no provision to investigate this.

2/5/2018 2:58 PM

42 Less housing. The local area is already overcrowded with new housing developments springing
up daily (it seems) Concerns regarding pollution and air quality with extra traffic using the school
. I am in agreement with the need for a school.

2/2/2018 4:43 PM

43 However worry about volume of cars and activities . Was a peaceful place to live now will be
noisey,busy and hugely populated.

2/2/2018 4:35 PM

44 More sports facilities 2/2/2018 4:30 PM

45 Include more sports facilities 2/2/2018 4:13 PM
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46 Access to housing in a bad place on a hill brow to east and a bend to west. Traffic from Horns
Cross going fast after 40mph limit. Traffic into and out of Tollgate Rd vehicle access to school
must be sorted out as to position Cotton Lane junction gets clogged up. Not enough parking for
housing and rugby club and with existing developments and events in judo and bowls club
parking is bad around Cotton Lane.

2/2/2018 3:36 PM

47 More parking and access for rugby club should have their own road it will be very busy on
match days trying to get to a bowls match.

2/2/2018 3:16 PM

48 Parking is an ongoing issue all over the borough and needs to be strongly thought out and
parking enforcement emphasised.

2/2/2018 3:12 PM

49 The proposals look good. A close examination of parking and traffic control is needed. 2/2/2018 3:04 PM

50 We need more details eg traffic planning which is a major concern. 2/2/2018 3:00 PM

51 Almost certainly following further exibitions and consultation meeting 2/2/2018 2:56 PM

52 Not until further information known. 2/2/2018 2:43 PM

53 I am not sure at this stage 2/2/2018 2:41 PM

54 Ensure no extra parking on Cotton Lane and London Road. Ensure parents go into school not
outside likewise rugby club.

2/2/2018 2:31 PM

55 Very little thought given to the accessibility of the site Was indicated by officials at the display
that the indicated routes were likely to change causing overload on already congested routes
and they also had no knowledge of the already chronic issues caused by the unreliability of the
Dartford crossings.

2/1/2018 3:43 PM

56 I think it is ludicrous to site a large secondary school where it is proposed to place it. There are
two primary schools where parents come and pick up their children a short distance from where
the second school is proposed. There is a garage which has loads of traffic in and out. There is
also the Dartford Crossing, traffic backs up along Cotton Lane as it is. Imagine what it would be
like if parents are parking in Cotton Lane to pick up their children from school.

1/31/2018 4:27 PM

57 You cannot squeeze in even more housing around this whole area without a huge change to the
roads and transport infrastructure

1/31/2018 10:49 AM
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Q5 Are there any key issues that have not been addressed?
Answered: 75 Skipped: 15

8.00%
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6.67%
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85.33%
64

 
75

 
-0.77

# ISSUES NOT ADDRESSED DATE

1 I am of the understanding that the costs of underground electrical cabling that will need to be
carried out when the existing electrical pylons are removed will be imposed on local residents. I
believe this to be an unlawful act. Local residents haven’t asked for this new development - the
developers who want the land should therefore meet the costs.

3/3/2018 4:41 PM

2 Too many houses already and if you have to build it should be only 50 - for the older person.
With a new doctors surgery & corner shop with post office. You are clearly forgetting there are
more older people now. We don't want a London sprawl. We are all completely fed up with it!

2/24/2018 2:57 PM

3 Extra schools ( primary and secondary). Extra medical facilities local surgeries cannot cope and
our local hospital would need extending to cope with more residents.

2/21/2018 3:52 PM

4 I walk in this area regularly with my dog. There is a wide variety of plants and wildlife, some of
which have already been removed by the existing work. Whilst I’m aware you’ve had an
ecological survey, it’s still a massive loss of wildlife and plants. It seems such a shame to build
on this site when there is so much other existing wasteland, brown field sites in the Dartford
borough. There is already a lot of new housing in this area.

2/20/2018 1:22 PM

5 Off road car parking, adequate drop off and pick up zones within the school. 2/20/2018 12:39 PM

6 There is Giant Hogweed on the land. Will that be dealt with properly? The locality cannot cope
with the traffic as it is so its going to be chaos. There are not enough buses in the area that run
frequently, so again more chaos. Its going to be an eyesore and cause more pollution and
traffic congestion. All around its just a massive problem.

2/19/2018 4:11 PM

7 Pollution increasing respiratory ill health in young and old Greater congestion in surrounding
areas leading to grid logged roads,creating increased levels of road rage. I do not believe
people will use public transport even if you had a bus every 1 minute passing by. People in this
area like their cars Strain on health service which is already struggling to cope Further flooding

2/18/2018 6:43 PM

8 picking up and dropping off on the school run. Where will parents park other than London Road.
What contingent road plan when area is gridlock through problems at Dartford Crossing, M25,
A2, etc. a common problem. What assurance will be given that there won't be any other
development on this site.

2/17/2018 7:58 PM
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9 Air pollution: You state there isn't a problem and yet as publicised last year "For 15 years the
council has carried out its own air quality measurements, and each year the area around the
crossing has been above the EU’s target for nitrogen dioxide". Infrastructure: At the moment if
there is an issue with Dartford Tunnel it can take over 1 hour or longer to get from Dartford
station to the site area. Dartford Council have still not resolved this issue and yet they want to
make it worse by building more houses a school which will worsen the traffic problem. Also,
roads between Dartford & going to Bluewater have not had money spent on them. They are
terrible. Only those directly next to Bluewater ever receive maintenance. All of this extra traffic is
going to make that problem worse.

2/14/2018 3:47 PM

10 Is there sufficient car parking for new rugby club remembering there are 2 pitches. Would like to
see a new fence across car park at Halls B.C. entry to prevent mothers of scholars parking
there and cutting through fields to new school.

2/14/2018 3:22 PM

11 Emphasis should be given to traffic management and future provisions for road widening on
London road and cotton lane

2/13/2018 8:13 PM

12 You are building too close to the Acute Mental hospital in Bow Arrow lane 0.3miles away that
will bring school children into contact with mental patients who only can access Bow arrow lane
via cotton lane. Paedophilia is one of the psychiatric disorders which would be treated by
patients going to Bow Arrow Lane passing this school site !!!!!!!! There is already a primary and
infant school in the immediate area, you are over developing the area. If you cover this site with
a school and houses Dartford will have swallowed Stone due to urban sprawl. Over the years I
have had a slowworm, adder and field mouse in my garden in St Johns Rd, I would assume
they originated at the large area at Cotton lane. The slowworm is (Protected in the UK under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981, and classified as a Priority Species in the UK Biodiversity
Action Plan.) Local knowledge is that the chalk pits at St James lane had Lady Slipper orchids
and adders. Has the destruction of these chalk pit habitats displaced wildlife to the last wild site
at Cotton Lane in proximity to the St James Lane pit. This is a green field site and the last of its
type in Stone in a natural wild state that has previously been chipped away at with Judo and
now a rugby club, why are you not developing a brown field site, rather than a cheap easy fix by
selling council land. You will never put a flyer through my door telling me you are making a 30
hectare field. Declining UK bird species and hedgehog numbers are the direct result of not
leaving enough urban green spaces alone. Building on this site type always has a cumulative
effect in the end when you have built all around the surrounding area. This is historically a site
used as a free easily accessible open space, the local councils neglect now means it is
threatened by development even though now in a natural grassland state it is the only place I
now see kestrels hunting over locally when I walk there. You have not proactively advised
locals of the size of this new school. I had to attend your open day on Jan 31 2018 to find out
the large student capacity (1500 approx students) that is planned. I see there is already a
website http://www.stonelodgeschool.co.uk/ does that mean that planning is just a formality and
that plans will be rubber stamped for approval no matter what locals say, and surveys and
consultations are just for show? As far a I know there are rare bat species roosting at
Greenhithe. I see your plan makes some allowance for bats, but again considering the building
and developments surrounding the Cotton Lane site, this makes this large area even more
important. This large area is dark and away from human disturbance at night and makes it a
prime feeding place for bats eating insects as it is not treated by farm pesticides. Leaving the
half of the site that is hilly and probably too close to the landfill site next door to the east, I would
argue is not good enough. The open space area you plan to leave for bats will be disrupted by
the proximity of your proposed houses.

2/12/2018 12:24 AM

13 The impact on local services, such as hospitals, doctors (GP’s), extra traffic. 2/8/2018 10:09 PM

14 Traffic needs to be addressed as pollution. Road safety for residents already living opposite. 2/7/2018 3:33 PM

15 Traffic - London Rd is very busy in the mornings with Brent school drive in cars queing that we
cant get out of our drives.

2/7/2018 3:28 PM

16 Traffic congestion illegal lorry parking on London Rd. Hospital capacity. 2/7/2018 3:24 PM

17 Pollution,air quality, wildlife. The development htat have currently been built in this area have
not been thought through and caused problems daily.

2/7/2018 3:20 PM

18 The fact that there is a rugby club that is functional no need to change its location and cause
more traffic, the hospital what happens when a mentally unstable person gets into the school.

2/7/2018 3:13 PM

19 Based on what I have heard today those in charge of the project have not considered how poor
the air quality is and how over subscribed the road systems are and how badly these items have
been affected already by recent developments.

2/7/2018 3:05 PM

20 Proposed school will result in pupils passing nearby psychiatric hospital. I have seen patients
outside the site boundaries. Cotton Lane will become a carpark it is already too congested as a
result of Dartford tunnel issues. Speed limit needs reducing to 20mph

2/7/2018 2:52 PM
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21 No indication of any palns to deal with the traffic congestion that wil result from this
development. The air quality is already a problem I am not aware of any mitigation measures
that would deal with this effectively apart from banning cars.

2/7/2018 2:48 PM

22 Parking,GP's, hospital's DVH is very good but stretched to the max. 2/7/2018 2:43 PM

23 Pollution - this area is horrendous for air quality and car pollution. Access to M25 is beyond
stupid its a tiny old road that cant cope with current levels.

2/7/2018 2:36 PM

24 Car parking for local residents opposite proposed entrance for school. How can doctor surgeries
and hospitals cope?

2/7/2018 2:31 PM

25 Impact on doctors surgeries,hospitals etc very difficult already. 2/7/2018 2:27 PM

26 Traffic - new houses adds to an already intolerable situation of overcrowding and traffic delays.
The area is frequently in gridlock and new houses will exacerbate the situation. Other services -
pressure on existing doctors/surgeries etc. No thought or mention of that in the consultation
materials.

2/7/2018 12:11 PM

27 Traffic Traffic and more traffic. 2/6/2018 4:57 PM

28 Local problem of pollution has not been addressed. This will be greatly increased by your
proposed development. Already dept of health stats show this area to be surffering from more
illness and death caused by poor air quality yet there is no indication that your plands take this
into account.

2/6/2018 4:17 PM

29 Access to the school along with parking and stopping traffic congestion on Cotton Lane and
cars parking outside on this road and on London Road. These are congested already due to
having 2 primary schools on London Road and the issue with the traffic from the Dartford
Tunnel. The height of the school and this being overbearing and taking away from the heritage
build of Stone House hospital and the residences of these buildings now being overlooked by a
school and their bedrooms and gardens being over looked therefore lacking any privacy to
current residences. The potential of students hanging outside on cotton lane and hanging
outside current development of stone house hospital.

2/6/2018 4:02 PM

30 Will be the effect on council tax for dartford residents that live in Stone? What will the effect be
on the value of my property? How are you planning to address the ever increasing traffic
pollution.

2/6/2018 3:36 PM

31 Public transport. The loss of open spaces,trees and scenery. The extra strain on hospitals and
doctors surgeries.

2/6/2018 3:25 PM

32 Traffic traffic traffic! Cotton Lane is a lane not a dual carriageway. 2/6/2018 3:18 PM

33 Road network around this area is not adequate now. What improvements to the roads around
the proposed sire are for the future?

2/6/2018 3:13 PM

34 Not realistic on the impact to transport,road,parking,hospitals,doctors,dentists, local residents
quality of life local residents housing prices and promises made when being sold to.

2/6/2018 3:10 PM

35 Currant traffic problem to Cotton Lane and London Rd when there are issues at the tunnel.
These currently add to traffic problems in Dartford. This development must not add to
congestion problems.

2/6/2018 3:04 PM

36 When they say affordable housing what do they class as affordable? 2/6/2018 2:56 PM

37 Infrastructure cannot cope with the traffic on local roads at present how will we cope with extra
people. Also there will be an impact on local facilities IE. A&E, doctors, dentists etc.

2/5/2018 3:37 PM

38 Parking around school & additional parking for residents of the new properties 2/5/2018 3:31 PM

39 I can see major traffic problems on the London Road when completed. 2/5/2018 3:28 PM

40 Must review flood risks and air quality. 2/5/2018 3:26 PM

41 Public transport, rod crossings and traffic 2/5/2018 3:19 PM

42 M25 access on Cotton Lane - present access is very poor. Additional pedestrian crossing/traffic
lights along Cotton lane. Other services local services need updating - health,roads,hospitals
and traffic management.

2/5/2018 3:17 PM

43 Road infrastructure health infrastructure. 2/5/2018 3:12 PM

44 Will make narrow road extremely busy. 2/5/2018 3:08 PM

45 Traffic issues & infrastructure. Increasing of population to the area and impact on current
population. Increase/decrease of value of property. Amenities - local shop/superstore.

2/5/2018 3:06 PM

46 Transport road concerns (Hill House Rd/ Almond Rd etc) 2/5/2018 3:01 PM
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47 Infrastructure nothing to accommodate increased number of cars and traffic also shops/medical
& dental centre for local residents. Pollution nothing to investigate increased pollution. Wildlife
what impact will increased pollution have on wildlife.

2/5/2018 2:58 PM

48 Doctors surgery/medical centre Bike trails 2/5/2018 2:53 PM

49 There is a mental health hospital in Bow Arrow Lane about 1/4mile from the proposed school.
Not all patients are in secure units and roam freely. Bow Arrow Lane will be a much used route
for school children coming from east Dartford and I would have concerns for their safety.

2/2/2018 4:43 PM

50 People already living here access to homes via road . 2/2/2018 4:35 PM

51 Not enough sports facilities for community of Dartford 2/2/2018 4:30 PM

52 Health centres and public transport 2/2/2018 4:15 PM

53 Not enough sports facilities 2/2/2018 4:13 PM

54 Parking and traffic management are big issues. All new homes in area we need more medical
facilities IE GP's etc. Social housing should be included as DBC are to sell the land for housing
a deal could be done . Developer has land in exchange for houses for Dartford council tenants.

2/2/2018 3:36 PM

55 We desparately need more doctors and hospitals if more houses are being built. 2/2/2018 3:16 PM

56 Marked lack of proposals for healthcare. I know a new health hub has been proposed but I
strongly feel a further facility needs to be provided in the Stone and Greenhithe areas.

2/2/2018 3:12 PM

57 Ensure housing is not too close to bowls/judo clubs. Weekend and nighttime can generate noise
and light pollution.

2/2/2018 3:04 PM

58 Hard to see as there at not many details on the plan. 2/2/2018 3:00 PM

59 Better explanation and demonstration of access in and out of the school especially taking into
account the traffic chaos in the area when there is a problem at Dartford crossing.

2/2/2018 2:56 PM

60 Further traffic analysis. 2/2/2018 2:43 PM

61 Ensuring ample parking (drop-off) spaces for pupils attending the school (within school grounds)
Ensuring parents do not park on main highways causing congestion especially when problems
occur on M25 & traffic cuts through Cotton Lane.

2/2/2018 2:38 PM

62 Protecting Cotton Lane/Bow Arrow Lane as whenever there are problems we cannot get into or
out of Bow Arrow /Osbourne Road. Lines need to be enforced during school hours and cars for
school need to park in proper place not round the corner.

2/2/2018 2:36 PM

63 Crossings reducing Cotton Lane to 3MPH 2/2/2018 2:33 PM

64 The failure to provided infant and Junior school places as the local school is already heavily
over subscribed The failure to provide additional Health services as majority of Gp surgeries in
the area are full with closed lists The lack of public transport to the area The lack of subsidies
for child travel to the proposed school not offered by Kent buses as TFL only operate one route
that stops anywhere near by which will only encourage the use of cars to drop off The certainty
that pupils will be left stranded when the Dartford crossing blocks which is a regular event
causing gridlock over many miles in the locality This will also affect the local junior schools
leaving very young and vulnerable children stranded

2/1/2018 3:43 PM

65 I have seen no specific measures proposed to accommodate the increase in traffic that will
result in the local area. I live in Chapel Drive and twice in the last six months I have had to
abandon my vehicle whilst driving home and finish the journey on foot, returning later to collect
it, due to gridlocked roads. This new development is being sited within 1 mile of the Dartford
Crossing, which is one of the worst traffic blackspots in the country. The existing traffic
problems in the area should be sorted out before further development is undertaken.

1/31/2018 6:29 PM
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66 Check of local census: If a check was made on the bow arrow development and the Victoria
park development (the housing estates off of cotton lane) you would find that a vast pa-portion
of the residents do not have children. Due to this i find it absurd that those who live there would
have to live among the noise and high volume of children walking through the area. Disruption of
works: I attended the consultation however nobody could explain the impact to the local
residents of the building works and the roadworks. No one who lives here has asked for this
development to be built, yet there seems to be no incentive or compensation planned for those
who lives will be affected. Increase of traffic to cotton lane: The volume of traffic is already at an
all time high during the rush hours and when issues arise on the m25 (which is frequently) to the
extent that us residents already struggle to enter or exit our own roads. For a school of this size
to be built here would drastically again increase the traffic due to extra vehicles transiting down
this road and will also increase the air pollution we already have from the m25. Possible impact
to the value of surrounding properties: Many of the properties bought in the local area were
purchased at a high price due to the views and unspoiled land. Having a school built opposite to
their homes and the scenic views taken away could affect the property values.

1/31/2018 4:32 PM

67 Key consideration should be given to the amount of traffic a secondary school would create
along London Road and Cotton, especially when there are problems at the Dartford Crossing
and traffic is backing up along Cotton Lane and into London Road, which happens quite often.

1/31/2018 4:27 PM

68 Doesn't consider bus routes for cotton lane, problems with single land entry/exit, site en route
Dartford Bridge and with new school leading to more traffic and delays, no grocery stores in
Cotton Lane with more houses

1/31/2018 12:43 PM

69 The crippling effect this is have on an already packed road system 1/31/2018 10:49 AM
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Q6 Please use this space to outline any further comments or thoughts
you have on the proposed redevelopment of Stone Lodge, Dartford

Answered: 63 Skipped: 27

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Dear Sir/Madam, I am a local resident in St Johns Rd, Stone, Near Dartford, I am worried about
the loss of the site you propose to build on at Stone Lodge next to Cotton Lane. Where can I
find the results of your full environmental impact survey for the Stone Lodge site, if one has not
been performed when will this survey be undertaken. Before any plans are submitted there
should be a public record of the effects on the biodiversity / environment of the proposed Stone
Lodge site. Is there evidence showing bats roosting in the remaining Stone Lodge farm
buildings especially between June & August when they are most likely to be identified.

3/9/2018 3:50 PM

2 I am responding to your recent public consultation about the proposed development of a new
secondary school, public open space and residential development at Stone Lodge, Dartford, as
the co-joined landowner. Firstly, there is absolutely no reference to the existence and
significance of our land at Stone Pit 1 at all! This is important not only for the public's perception
of the wider context for your proposals but, in the process, results in some missed opportunities
and constraints which are described below. (And, incidentally, from a good planning
perspective, the same could be said of Stone Pit 7 - albeit in separate ownership). More
specifically: 1. No attempt has been made to acknowledge or promote Green Grid connectivity,
especially east/west as aspired to in DBC's own Core Strategy and Development Framework.
By definition, these strategic aspirations cannot be addressed on an insular, inward-looking
basis alone. We are very willing to have such an exchange, and really ought to happen before
the formal application for Outline Consent is deposited. 2. There are ambiguities/discrepancies
between the overall draft masterplan and the theme-specific illustrations for 'Open Space Area'.
For example, and most particularly, the former indicates two potential car parks off London
Road and Cotton Lane (west), and the latter includes a third - off Cotton Lane (north). That
proposed for Cotton Lane (north) is particularly ill-conceived and unnecessary; surely the point
of the open space @ Stone Lodge is that it is local, walkable space to serve the new
development and not to be a destination from further afield generating additional car
movements - which would clearly be contrary to DBC own policies ! And, as history in this
locality well demonstrates, a car park in this location would be very vulnerable to flytipping and
other anti-social behaviour, creating a management/cost burden for the site - and ours. We
would add that, especially at the scale that the maps can be read on-line, that it is impossible to
see where access off Cotton Lane (north) is located. Land Logical own the current access off
the highway (DBC have a Right of Way across it), and in the absence of a discussion with us,
we can only presume that an alternative is being proposed - which would again mitigate against
this being a sustainable proposition. 3. For similar reasons to the above, the proposals for paths
within Stone Lodge - one or more could link across our sites - are unclear. Is public access
being indicated within the former Gun Club site, the boundary to which forms part of our
perimeter, or as a reserve for nature only? There are implications for us depending on what the
intentions actually are. The north/south might follow an existing 'desire line' (ie currently
tresspass across DBC's land!) but is not necessarily the optimal solution - and is very steep. At
the very least, we need to have a consensus on the optimal route for PROW DR9. 4. More
generally, the reference to all paths being of bonded gravel seems inappropriate. Having basic,
access-for-all and all-weather circuits has some merit, but elsewhere a more rural approach to
design would be more in character - it's not an urban neighbourhood! On a more positive note,
by working together, we can deliver: 1. Energy (and potentially CHP) supply to all the proposed
development; school, housing, rugby club, from 'green' sources on our site - electricity derived
from landfill gas is currently being exported to the Grid 2. Additional sporting provision available
to the School, grass and/or all-weather pitches on a mutually beneficial basis. As we are
developing our our spatial plan for Stone Pit 1 post-restoration - and expect to submit an
application in the coming months - some dialogue in the very near future would therefore seem
to make a great deal of sense.

3/9/2018 3:48 PM

3 With the increase noise, traffic, pollution etc I believe Dartford Council should be compensating
local residents not imposing higher Council Tax bills to meet the costs of a development we
didn’t request. I also want to know why local searches and planning searches upon buying a
house in an existing new development did not pick up these massive planning proposals? Was
the Council deliberately withholding information from unsuspecting buyers so that they, the
Council, could ensure they had unsuspecting folk to try to recoup costs? Again, an unlawful act.

3/3/2018 4:41 PM

4 Turn it back to a wildlife park with cafe and educational centre for children who can learn about
respecting what green areas we have left

2/24/2018 2:57 PM
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5 I would like the plan to include space for Elements gymnastics club to have a purpose built
facility

2/20/2018 10:37 PM

6 Improved road facilities as Cotton Lane essentially creates a backlog of traffic when there are
issues at the tunnel. If you look at the Brent Primary Academy there are often issues in cars
parking whilst they are picking up and dropping off children. These additional cars will now
cause issues not only throughout the week with the new school, but also throughout the
weekend with the new rugby club.

2/20/2018 12:39 PM

7 I was about the impact on school traffic as I live on Martin drive, we already have a lot of Brent
school parents using our road as a drop off; however, I am pleased that access to the school
will be on London road, not Cotton Lane. I was sad to see all the lovely meadow and blackthorn
bushes have been ripped out on the proposed school site. We were extremely pleased to see
that protecting green space and wildlife is a priority and look forward to accessing the new open
space. Stone still has a village feel and it is nice these plans look to add to that with the rugby
club and communal space. I do hope some of the green space will be a little wild and that
habitats for insects will also be considered. Overall the plans look very well considered.

2/20/2018 9:52 AM

8 Development of leisure facilities; community farm; wild life sanctuary;planting trees; GP surgery
is what we need not more people;

2/18/2018 6:43 PM

9 The information presented is very biased and does not give a balanced view with proper
considerations and risks and issues articulated.

2/14/2018 3:47 PM

10 Access to both rugby club & possible mothers using car park to school. In winter you have a full
car park for indoor B.C. & summer - outdoor B.C. (halls) not forgetting over spill from judo club
on some occadions.

2/14/2018 3:22 PM

11 This is absolute madness. The traffic in this area is often already at a standstill especially at the
weekend and the summer months. There is no infer structure in place. Where would all the
extra traffic go.?? People would have to stay at home because they would not be able to get out
on to Cotton lane or London road.!!! This is apart from all the extra pollution etc. We already
know asthma is on the increase and already know how dangerous this can for very young and
elderly alike. I would urge you most strongly to reconsider.

2/14/2018 10:56 AM

12 Hi, I just felt that I had to write as I have lived in Stone for over 60 years and I can say it was a
sad day when Stone Lodge Farm closed. Since then different proposals have been put forward
but never seemed beneficial to the local community. As part of the Leigh Accademy became a
church many local secondary pupils have had to travel further a field . So I must say that the
proposals you are putting forward do seem to cater for the whole community

2/14/2018 10:54 AM

13 Whilst I appreciate a new school is needed I do have the following concerns with the plans - 1)
Cotton Lane is already a traffic nightmare if the tunnel is blocked, with the road becoming
backed up. Will Cotton lane be improved so that this additional new school traffic is not caught
up in Dartford Tunnel traffic. And then local residents are then not caught up in even more
traffic? (this is not rush hour dependent, as we all know the tunnel can be blocked at any time of
the day) The new tunnel in Gravesend is 10 years away if it actually gets done so this is not a
solution Are there any other locations being considered for this school? 2) Low cost affordable
houses - what will the price range be, £250,00+ for a flat at the temple hill development is not
low cost for someone working local earning £25k 3) You say up to 30% will be affordable - what
does up to mean? Will it be 30%? You could build 5 at low cost and you have met this
statement. 4) Again new additional houses, but no improvement to Darenth Valley Hospital so
yet more people putting pressure on this already over stretched hospital. This should be part of
these plans.

2/14/2018 10:53 AM

14 To whom it may concern I have grave concerns regarding this development I am a local resident
that also works within the local healthcare sector . My concerns are the following ... 1. The local
hospital is under enough stress as it is and since it was built there has been many new
developments built in the area and is already bursting at the seams so I don’t feel that adding
many new homes will help this situation we simply do not have the infrastructure in this area to
be able to cope and provide healthcare for the residents that will be moving into the area . It is a
great idea that we have schools but it’s not the be all and end all I find it interesting that no
building developments actually want to provide hospitals or drs surgeries when they are
developing a big site ? With Dartford being half as populated as it was several years ago when
we had three hospitals and now the population has doubled and we have one ... the numbers
just simply don’t add up ! 2. Traffic ...... I and many others spend my life sitting in traffic ...
residing between the a2 and the m25 it’s like living on an island not being able to go to the local
shops or having to walk 2 miles to collect my son from school as it’s quicker than the two hour
round trip it would take in the car ... so adding traffic to this is not very appealing and actually it
would be quite nice to see some green space whilst we are stuck in a two hour traffic jam just to
be able to get to work ! The schools manage just fine with the houses we have at the moment
what isn’t managing is the nhs she maybe a hospital and this site would be better resourced !!!

2/14/2018 10:51 AM
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15 With regards to the plans, I have a few questions to pose: - The Stone Lodge Draft
Development Brief highlights a number of environmental impacts. How have these been taken
into account in your proposal. - Likewise, your proposal does not mention an impact
assessment of the traffic increase to the local road infrastructure that a new school and housing
will have in an already congested area. - I understand that there is a funding shortfall for the
Rugby ground, how will this be developed or cut back if funding has not been secured. - The
draft development plan and your proposal talks about the area being used for outdoor
recreational purposes both structured and unstructured and also an area for significant sports
development but other than the Rugby ground, the plan has no mention of how to achieve the
councils objective. - I understand that an investor has proposed use of Area 6 for multi-purpose
sports and leisure facilities but this has not been taken forward. Why?

2/14/2018 10:50 AM

16 Given the planning failure of Tesco at Lowfield St. in Dartford. It would have been better to build
a school on the Lowfield St site next to Dartford Park, running track and swimming pool. The
roads can accept the traffic and the town centre would like the post school parent and student
shoppers. Not council owned land? and not the cheapest idea, but sometimes you get what you
pay for rather than a cheap fix plan. I'm not a "nimby" I have not objected to any building in the
area, Watling St. ,Bluewater, Temple Hill & Bow Arrow lane have had more and more houses
built. Now in hindsight I should have objected as it looks as if locals are disinterested and the
council can just build over every green space leaving no site untouched. Sooner or later you
have to speak up as enough building has taken place locally. You will only then encourage
those wealthy enough to move away, and those who are left only stay as they have no other
choice to put up with things bringing the quality of life down and the desirability of people to live
in Stone.

2/12/2018 12:24 AM

17 Other than the rugby club and school the other land will be left as it is. I feel it wont be left alone
and this is a concern. Roads around this site struggling IE. Cotton Lane/London Rd. Links from
M25 are bad already road safety as in no safe crossings on Cotton Lane cause problems.
Pollution/wildlife/road noise/noise from rugby matches/school drop off etc. Transport links need
to be improved extra homes mean more hospital/dentists doctors they are already over
stretched.

2/7/2018 3:33 PM

18 If the road in is opposite Welsh Towers more cars stopping traffic on London rd. If the bridge is
dhut no one goes anywhere all day. Road plan has not been looked at. Too many new buildings
and no new roads.

2/7/2018 3:28 PM

19 This is a complete joke. We are already land locked in Stone on many days with traffic
congestion this scheme will add to the problem. Hospital is already over capacity and cannot be
extended.

2/7/2018 3:24 PM

20 I completely oppose this entire project. I am saddened and outrage that the taking away of one
area of natural beauty to develop yet another concrete jungle. I live locally to this site and the
roads are at a constant standstill causing a huge amount of pollution. This will only make a bad
situation worse. The green areas are filled with wildlife and must stay its criminal you want to
strip them away for what money! Will we be compensated for beathing in these fumes killing us
all off early for your own greed I will do everything I can to stop this.

2/7/2018 3:20 PM

21 The staff are not from the area and don't know what its like to live here. Also your planning to
build a school on a busy junction next to M25 which is carnage for traffic everyday. Also your
going to provide a open public space there is one there that doesn't need to be developed on. If
there isn't the houses built ir means 200/300 more people will be living in the area. Are you
going to increase doctor surgeries or Dartford Valley Hospital to help with the extra more people
in the area.

2/7/2018 3:13 PM

22 The persons who removed the toll both were totally incompetent. Bow Arrow Lane is affectively
a single lane forty mile and hour rd a bad idea. When there is a problem with the crossing the
whole of the area grinds to a halt. When a bit of wind causes the bridge to close. Nothing I have
seen today suggests that these situations would improve quite the opposite. My view is that it
seems to be impossible for a local authority to see a little bit of land as a natural self supporting
mini environment and not as something that should be developed as soon as is convenient.

2/7/2018 3:05 PM

23 Leave open spaces and improve existing infrastructure of surrounding area. 2/7/2018 2:52 PM

24 This has not been thought about GP's,hospital or parking facilities. As a local resident I have to
battle with primary school parents not being able to park outside my house due to single yellow
lines. People parking for the 3 garages on St Johns Rd and buildres that are currently building
on St Johns Rd. There is no consideration to the air pollution. We have enough in the area with
thw tunnel and that's when its running. Its getting worse especially when the tunnel is blocked
due to accidents etc thinking of future generations.

2/7/2018 2:43 PM

25 A school on that position is crazy more main road chaos. People park in Stone hospital
development for Brent school as parking is so bad. Also parents from Galeway Park there also.
We need open spaces for London to breathe also I can see no benefit to this hospital doesn't
need more casualties its bursting now.

2/7/2018 2:36 PM
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26 With Dartford Tunnel traffic quite often not very good because of several reasons and local
traffic another school will bring London Rd to a standstill.

2/7/2018 2:31 PM

27 The site should be left as open space. We are woefully short of it in the area. Building on any of
the remaining open spaces reduces habitats and biodiversity.

2/7/2018 12:11 PM

28 I get that a new school is needed but wasn't aware it would be so close to Cotton lane which
where the traffic is already awful. We cant accomadate even more families moving into area
school waiting lists and doctors apts are at there worst. But lets face it local opinion doesn't
matter.

2/6/2018 4:57 PM

29 No indication of demand for a rugby club from local residents. Where the proposed rugby club
sire developed as a school traffic generated by the school need not add to present pollution in
London Rd area. Current pollution levels in this area pupils coming into the proposed school
site will be exposed to pollution and given health dangers as locals currently suffer. What is
rumoured to be a sports academy will be a danger zone. Cramming maximum housing on every
site is evident in other parts of Dartford and building in the same density as Alamein Gardens
will present the same problems as that area. This maybe an outline plan but we all know that
open space promised at this stage will probably disappear when detailed plans are produced.

2/6/2018 4:17 PM

30 Whilst I agree a new school maybe needed I feel that with the amount of houses being built by
the council in and around the surrounding areas is already causing major congestions on our
roads and extra pressure on our health care (hospitals and GP). We do not have the facilities in
Dartford alone to cope with more residents. We need a bigger hospital, more GP services,
another primary school as the current ones are already having to take extra capacity to
accommodate more residents which is meaning larger classes and less one to one with our
children. The town centre needs to be regenerated to accommodate more jobs and grow the
economy in this area. There has been no consideration to the current residences of Stone
house hospital and the fact that these houses adjacent to Cotton Lane are now gong to be
overlooked by a 10m high school and blocking views of this heritage site and making privacy an
issue within this development. This would seriously need to be considered by the council in
order to allow the residences of Stone House to have more privacy and adequate boundary
fencing to secure their gardens and properties which at present it does not have. We strongly
believe the school could be positioned in a better place on this site further up which would allow
more access to Stone railway station and other public transport plus less congestion on the two
main roads of Cotton Lane and London Road.

2/6/2018 4:02 PM

31 Since I bought my house the area has been blighted with increasing business and traffic. Its
meant to be a residential street but now houses, a primary school,a landscaping business plus 2
dog grooming businesses. No one consulted me about these intrusions. Traffic is so bad I
cannot get off my own drive or out of my road. Constant congestion from Dartford
Tunnel/A2/M20 & other supporting roads. You have outlined no extra road infrastructure to
accommodate the increased traffic. Tesco site lies empty and ruined. There is to date no sign of
redevelopment which would seem to be far more urgent houses could be built on that site and
maybe only the school on Cotton Lane site. How do you plan to repair these roads whilst
allowing people access to the facilities.

2/6/2018 3:36 PM

32 I live in a built up area the news that there is to be further housing fills me with dread. We I live
we have problems due to insufficient housing and inconsiderate drivers just park anywhere not
giving a thought to how the emergency services will get through. How is the extra noise,traffic
and inconsiderate drivers going to help the surrounding neighbourhood. What will the impact be
when there is a problem at Dartford tunnel and the traffic backs up along Cotton Lane. What
about pollution?

2/6/2018 3:25 PM

33 I prefer open space not buildings. We were promised a country park and then a rugby club was
added then a school then houses. This area has been allowed to get run down in my opinion
deliberately so local people see it as a eye sore. I remember when it was well maintained and
was a lovely well kept area used for recreation.

2/6/2018 3:18 PM

34 Development must address impact to local residents when being built just parking etc.
Floodlights impact on local residents. Potential for drop off at other school gates impacting
roads. Impact to M25 access,hospitals,doctors and dentists.

2/6/2018 3:10 PM

35 The final development should not cause any further disruption to both traffic and currant
residents be it from visitors to the recreation area , new houses, or the school & students.

2/6/2018 3:04 PM

36 Will we have school buses going in/out. Are they putting in another roundabout for access. Will
they open up Cotton Lane to any of this. What about a primary school?

2/6/2018 2:56 PM

37 In general the plan seems good but the infrastructure cannot cope with traffic now especially
when the tunnel is blocked which happens regularly.

2/5/2018 3:37 PM

38 Mostly concerned with volume of traffic, parking issues. Pollution the amount of people it will
bring to an already stretched NHS hospital. Doctors surgery,dentists etc

2/5/2018 3:31 PM
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39 real concerns about extra cars being introduced into the area. Not enough space at present in
local roads. Yellow lines very rarely monitored. Bus routes need to be stopped along London
Rd. Drainage needs to be sorted around the existing area. Local residents must be kept
updated on items that affect them ie.road closures etc when new infrastructure being put in
place.

2/5/2018 3:24 PM

40 Suggest you work with local residents on road/access proposals to new site. 2/5/2018 3:12 PM

41 Keeping sporting facilities open to general public. 2/5/2018 3:08 PM

42 Buses. Amenities - provision for those who do not drive. Increase of standing traffic when the
tunnel is out of action or diversion of traffic through or around the area.

2/5/2018 3:06 PM

43 Transport link improve bus link for residents + rail link at stone crossing. 2/5/2018 2:58 PM

44 Transport/road concerns 2/5/2018 2:53 PM

45 There is inadequate GP cover and hospital facilities in the area already and with more housing
this will put a further strain on rescources. Local traffic is heavy and and often at a standstill
along Cotton Lane due to congestion from 2 tunnels. Pollution in the area is higher than
acceptable levels and its been proven that locals have a higher than average diagnosis of chest
and asthma problems. The pollution will get worse and affect the school pupils how do you
intend to avoid this problem?

2/2/2018 4:43 PM

46 Need new schools not sure best location 2/2/2018 4:35 PM

47 As a local gymnastics club owner we would benefit if it was possible to get involved with such a
fantastic project. We run a gymnastics club from a warehouse in Dartford and struggle with the
growing demand from the community to fit everyone in to our club and we need a larger facility
near a school would be ideal location for our gymnastics club. The demand for gymnastics &
related activities sore in recent years Dartford does not have its own facility for sport yet. We
feel this re-development could benefit from housing a facility of this kind.

2/2/2018 4:30 PM

48 I run a local gymnastics club out of a warehouse we converted in Dartford. We have out grown
this building but due to lack of buildings in Dartford with the correct use (D2) we are unable to
move to a larger facility. We have a long waiting list and would love to give more children the
chance to do gymnastics. We feel this development could offer us the opportunity to have a
larger facility.

2/2/2018 4:13 PM

49 The old memorial site should be incorporated into the proposed recreational area. The old
footpaths should be reinstated to the original lines some were closed temporarily in the 60's &
70's

2/2/2018 3:36 PM

50 The area needs new development I am in full agreement but the question of parking is still an
issue we hope when we come to bowls we can park our cars ok.

2/2/2018 3:16 PM

51 I like the whole concept of the development but I feel that care needs to be taken to ensure that
the views of local people regarding parking, infrastructure & health provision are considered.
Local transport links need to be improved & the local county authorities need to ensure funding.
War memorial needs to be integrated into the whole design care taken over naming of roads in
residential development.

2/2/2018 3:12 PM

52 I believe the major problem is the effect on air pollution. This area is already above the safe
limit.

2/2/2018 3:04 PM

53 Major concerns re traffic flow in the area. It is already congested and building a secondary
school will add to the traffic problems. Cars will park all around the area to drop off & pick up.
Sixth form pupils will be driving and parking in the residential areas around.

2/2/2018 3:00 PM

54 Housing available to Dartford residents that are affordable with housing schemes (Key
professions) Minimising sub-letting which pushes up prices.

2/2/2018 2:43 PM

55 Since they have cleared the area the view from Cotton Lane (QPark Dev) has improved
aesthetically. I do hope the planned development will not block the view and leave a lot of green
areas & trees un-touched.

2/2/2018 2:41 PM

56 Definitely want school to open 2019 fantastic idea 2/2/2018 2:33 PM

57 Good IDGA's but sort traffic first 2/2/2018 2:31 PM
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58 It is a fact that there is need for development and that a new secondary school is required
However there are already substantial sites under construction and in the planning phase
nearby which brings to question the need to add another such a burden in an already difficult
area. Improve the sports facilities, build the school but are the houses on this scale really
necessary Unless you are a resident in Dartford it is almost impossible to understand the
misery that residents suffer due to traffic congestion Already residents in this area have little
infrastructure to support them and are heavily reliant on cars to carry on a normal life This
proposed development in its present form will impact negatively on a large part of the
community and those moving in will quickly realise this as well It was indicated by a
representative that nothing that is said or comments that are submitted will make a difference to
the plans as things are already settled. I will watch with interest to see if this is the case. I would
also suggest that any representative sent to displays and consultations have a knowledge of the
local area and resources which was not the case at the recent public display.

2/1/2018 3:43 PM

59 Existing traffic problems associated with the Dartford Crossing need to be resolved BEFORE
further development that will increase traffic takes place. Given that Dartford Borough Council
are preparing the planning application for submission to Dartford Borough Council, what
assurances are there that any problems highlighted will be addressed?

1/31/2018 6:29 PM

60 As a local resident, i am saddened that the reason as to why myself and many others moved to
this area is going to be taken away if this development goes ahead! Us locals like that we have
fields and unspoiled views around our properties and using the local fields to walk our dogs. We
also like that the area is not densely populated and that these estates are relatively quiet. This
would all be completely taken away once the works begin, along with the years of disruption
which the building and road works would bring for us. I have had discussions regarding this
development with many of my neighbors and not one person has had a positive word to say,
some including myself will consider moving homes if this project is confirmed! I believe that the
councils should concentrate on keeping their taxpaying residents happy instead of planning on
bringing in more people!

1/31/2018 4:32 PM

61 The land at Stone Lodge get battered by the wind coming off the river. Is it really a place to put
a school and housing? Its just scrub land.

1/31/2018 4:27 PM

62 School is good but need public transportation options for Cotton Lane is a key considearion and
need to ban (esp. Lorries) entry into Dartford Bridge via cotton lane

1/31/2018 12:43 PM

63 This will cause a huge impact on the existing residents who already face horrendous traffic
every single day, you cannot keep allowing so many homes to be built in an area with huge
traffic issues already.

1/31/2018 10:49 AM
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Q7 Did you find the consultation material useful?
Answered: 82 Skipped: 8

70.73%
58

17.07%
14

12.20%
10

 
82

 
0.00

 YES NO OPINION NO TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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19.23% 15

33.33% 26

21.79% 17

25.64% 20

Q8 Where do you currently live?
Answered: 78 Skipped: 12

TOTAL 78

# FURTHER AFIELD - PLEASE STATE BELOW DATE

1 Bow Arrow Lane 3/3/2018 4:42 PM

2 Milestone road 2/20/2018 1:23 PM

3 The Oaks 2/20/2018 12:39 PM

4 High Trees off Barrow Lane 2/7/2018 3:21 PM

5 London rd by St Johns rd 2/7/2018 2:43 PM

6 Milestone Road 2/6/2018 3:37 PM

7 Horns cross 2/5/2018 3:37 PM

8 Alamen Gardens 2/5/2018 3:29 PM

9 Off Bow Arrow Lane 2/5/2018 3:17 PM

10 Q Park development 2/5/2018 3:06 PM

11 Rialto estate 2/2/2018 4:43 PM

12 Watling Street 2/2/2018 3:16 PM

13 Temple Hill estate 2/2/2018 3:12 PM

14 Q Park 2/2/2018 2:44 PM

15 Osbourne Road 2/2/2018 2:39 PM

16 Osbourne Road 2/2/2018 2:36 PM

Stone House
Hospital development

South of
London Road

Wider Dartford
area

Further afield

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Stone House Hospital development

South of London Road

Wider Dartford area

Further afield - please state below
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17 High Trees 2/2/2018 2:33 PM

18 East Stone 2/2/2018 2:32 PM

19 Bow arrow development 1/31/2018 4:33 PM

20 Off of Lingfield Avenue 1/31/2018 4:27 PM
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98.80% 82

4.82% 4

7.23% 6

0.00% 0

4.82% 4

Q9 Please tick the following, as appropriate to your status
Answered: 83 Skipped: 7

Total Respondents: 83  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I am secretay of Halls B.C> 2/14/2018 3:23 PM

2 Local worked in health care 2/6/2018 3:37 PM

3 Stone community association 2/5/2018 3:27 PM

4 Chair & Dartford Borough Tenants & Leashold Forum 2/2/2018 3:12 PM

Local resident

Local business
person

Community
Group member

Councillor

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Local resident

Local business person

Community Group member

Councillor

Other (please specify)
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Q10 Please provide your postcode
Answered: 75 Skipped: 15

# RESPONSES DATE

1 DA2 6BE 3/9/2018 3:51 PM

2 DA2 6 PA 3/3/2018 4:42 PM

3 DA37QL 2/21/2018 6:57 AM

4 DA1 3JS 2/20/2018 10:45 PM

5 DA26EX 2/20/2018 10:39 PM

6 DA37QL 2/20/2018 9:28 PM

7 Da2 6dw 2/20/2018 1:23 PM

8 DA2 6PF 2/20/2018 12:39 PM

9 Da2 6bf 2/20/2018 9:53 AM

10 DA2 2/19/2018 4:11 PM

11 DA2 6HQ 2/18/2018 6:49 PM

12 da9 9dr 2/17/2018 7:59 PM

13 DA2\8AL 2/14/2018 3:23 PM

14 DA2 6FR 2/14/2018 2:38 PM

15 DA2 6BF 2/13/2018 8:13 PM

16 DA2 6BE 2/12/2018 12:26 AM

17 DA1 1TG 2/8/2018 10:10 PM

18 DA2 6FG 2/7/2018 3:34 PM

19 DA9 9DD 2/7/2018 3:29 PM

20 DA2 6BT 2/7/2018 3:28 PM

21 DA2 6BS 2/7/2018 3:24 PM

22 DA2 6PL (07710 676407) 2/7/2018 3:21 PM

23 DA2 6PL 2/7/2018 3:13 PM

24 DA2 6PL 2/7/2018 3:06 PM

25 DA2 6FH 2/7/2018 2:52 PM

26 DA2 6BE 2/7/2018 2:48 PM

27 DA2 6BA 2/7/2018 2:43 PM

28 DA2 6FF 2/7/2018 2:36 PM

29 DA2 6BE 2/7/2018 2:31 PM

30 DA2 6BE 2/7/2018 2:27 PM

31 DA9 9UJ 2/7/2018 12:11 PM

32 DA2 2/6/2018 4:57 PM

33 da2 6fn 2/6/2018 4:02 PM

34 DA2 6DN 2/6/2018 3:37 PM

35 DA2 6FH 2/6/2018 3:25 PM

36 DA2 6BE 2/6/2018 3:18 PM

37 DA2 6BJ 2/6/2018 3:14 PM

38 DA2 6FD 2/6/2018 3:11 PM
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39 DA2 6SH 2/6/2018 3:04 PM

40 DA9 9LH 2/5/2018 3:37 PM

41 DA2 6HQ 2/5/2018 3:33 PM

42 DA2 6BD 2/5/2018 3:31 PM

43 DA2 6BW 2/5/2018 3:29 PM

44 DA2 6HQ 2/5/2018 3:27 PM

45 DA2 6HQ 2/5/2018 3:24 PM

46 DA2 6RE 2/5/2018 3:17 PM

47 DA2 6AL 2/5/2018 3:09 PM

48 DA2 6FT 2/5/2018 3:06 PM

49 DA2 6HQ 2/5/2018 3:01 PM

50 DA2 6PL 2/5/2018 2:59 PM

51 DA2 6HQ 2/5/2018 2:53 PM

52 DA2 6RZ 2/2/2018 4:43 PM

53 DA2 6FW 2/2/2018 4:35 PM

54 DA3 7QL & DA1 5BP 2/2/2018 4:30 PM

55 DA2 6DL 2/2/2018 4:15 PM

56 DA1 5RT & DA1 5BP 2/2/2018 4:14 PM

57 DA1 5DN 2/2/2018 3:37 PM

58 DA2 6AF 2/2/2018 3:16 PM

59 DA1 5DN 2/2/2018 3:12 PM

60 DA4 9LT 2/2/2018 3:05 PM

61 DA2 6DD 2/2/2018 3:00 PM

62 DA2 6DD 2/2/2018 2:56 PM

63 DA2 6FX 2/2/2018 2:44 PM

64 DA2 6FW 2/2/2018 2:41 PM

65 DA2 6RS 2/2/2018 2:39 PM

66 DA2 6RS 2/2/2018 2:36 PM

67 DA2 6PL 2/2/2018 2:33 PM

68 DA2 6AL 2/2/2018 2:32 PM

69 DA1 3DJ 2/1/2018 3:44 PM

70 da2 6fg 2/1/2018 1:03 PM

71 DA2 6FL 1/31/2018 6:30 PM

72 da2 6rq 1/31/2018 4:33 PM

73 DA2 6AQ 1/31/2018 4:27 PM

74 DA2 6FW 1/31/2018 12:45 PM

75 DA9 9DG 1/31/2018 10:49 AM
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